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PREFACE 

This information report documents the 

proceedings of a workshop held in Sault Ste. 

Marie, Ontario, on 29 September 1993. 

during tlu- Join! Annual Meeting of the 

Entomological Society of Ontario and I lie 

Entomological Society of Canada. The 

purpose of this workshop was lo consolidate 

the latest information on the theoretical and 

practical implications of pest management 

in seed orchards, and to share it with the 

managers of Ontario seed orchards. 

We have organized the contributed papers 

around the basic components of an integrated 

pest management system, i.e.. pesl biology, 

impact prediction and control options. 

Thus, the first three manuscripts discuss 

[he biology of pests affecting seed production 

and seed orchard trees. The need and ability 

to predict crop abundance and pesl impact 

are subjects dealt within papers 4. 5 

and 6. The status and future directions of 

preventative and suppressive control are 

discussed in papers (i and 7. The last 

manuscript provides an update of Ontario's 

tree improvement program. 

We are grateful to K. Jamieson for editing the 

final version of these proceedings and lo V. 

Santana for design and layout. Special thanks 

to I,. Panneton for translating the abstracts, 

A. Lavallee for editing the French text and 

to all authors for their timely contributions. 

AVANT-PROPOS 

Ce rapport d'hiformation pre'sente les travaux 

d'un atelier qui s'est tenu a Sault Ste-Marie 

(Ontario), 1c 29 seplembm 1993. a ['occasion 

de la reunion annuelle eonjointe de la Soci&e 

d'entomologie de ['Ontario el de la Soeiele 

d'enlomologiedu Canada. I'atelier avait pour 

but de reunir Phiformation la plus recente sur 

les consequences theoriques ef pratiques de la 

lulle antiparasitaire dans les vergers a graines. 

et dc la parlager avec les gestionnaires des 

vergers a graines de l'Onlario. 

Nous avons agence les documents presentes 

en fonclion des elements fondamentaux d'un 

systeme de lutle antiparasilaire inle'gree. 

e'est-a-dire la biologic des ravageurs. la 

[(revision de l'impact et les options de lutle. 

Les trois premiers documents traitenl done 

dc la biologic des ravageurs qui influent 

surla production de graines et sur les arbres 

des vergers a graines. Le besoin et la eapaeite 

de prevoir rabondance des rceoltes el 

l'impact des ravageurs sonl abordfis dans les 

documents 4. Set 6. L'elatet les orientations 

futures des mesures de prevention el 

d'elimination des ravageurs son! discules 

dans les documents 6 et 7. Le dernier 

document fail le point sur le programme 

d'amelioration des arbres de rOulario. 

Nous remcrcions K. Jamieson pour la revision 

linguistiqiie du present rapport el V. Sanlana 

pour la conception graphique el la mise en 

page. Nous remercions £gaiemenl L. Panneton 

pour la traduction des resumes, el A. I .availed 

pour leur revision linguistique. el finalement 

Ions les auleurs pour leurs efforts. 
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CONE AND SEED INSECTS OF PINES, 

SPRUCES AND WESTERN LARCH 

Robert G. Bennett 

British Columbia Ministry of Forests, Silviculture Branch 

31 Bastion Square, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada V8W 3E7 

ABSTRACT 

With over 80 intensively managed orchards 

established for 12 coniferous species, ihe 

British Columbia (DC) seed orchard program 

is a major, expanding component of the 

provincial reforestation strategy. Spruce, 

pine, and larch account for half of the 

orchards. A seed pest management unit in 

the BC Ministry of Forests provides services 

to orchardisls and natural stand cone 

collectors confronted with insect and other 

pest problems. A great diversity of insects 

are associated with conifer cones but only a 

few attain pest status or are otherwise of 

interest in seed production because of their 

facultative or obligate cone and/or seed 

feeding habits. About two dozen insect 

species tn the orders Hemiptera (seed bugs). 

Homoptera (aphids and gall aphids). 

Coleoptera (cone beetles). Lepidoptera 

(budworms. seedworrns. and coneworms). 

Diptera (cone maggots), and llymenoplera 

(seed cbalcids) are responsible for the major 

problems encountered in BC spruce, pine, 

and larch seed orchards. 

RESUME 

Avee plus de 80 vergers ou 1.2 especes de 

coni feres sont cultivees par des rnethodes 

intensives, le programme des vergers a 

graines de la Colombie-Britannique (C-B) 

represenle tin element majeur. d'unc 

importance grandissante, dans la stratdgie de 

reboisement de la province. La moilie des 

vergers servent a la production de graines 

d'epinelle. de pin et de meleze. Au ministere 

des Forcts de la C-B, un service s'oecupe 

d'aider les exploitants des vergers et des 

peuplemenls nature-Is a lutter contre les 

insectes et les aulres ravageurs. De 

n ombre uses espeees d'insecles sont 

associees aux cones de coniferes. mais 

seuleinent quelques-unes d'entre elles sont 

eonsiderees comine des ravageurs ou onl une 

influence sur la production de graines parce 

qu'elles sont faculialives ou obiigaloires. 

Dans les vergers a graines d'epinettes, 

de pins et de melezes de la C-B. les plus 

grands problemes causes par des insectes 

sonl diis a environ deux douzaines d'especes 

reparties cntre 6 ordres (hemipleres. 

homopleres. coleopteres. lepidopteres, 

dipteres et hymenopleres). 



INTRODUCTION 

Cone and seed insects of pines, spruces and 

western larch are serious forest pesls in British 

Columbia (BC) where reforestation is big 

business. Presently, an average of over 200 

million seedlings of about 20 species and 

varieties of Irees are planted annually in the 

province (Table f). About 10% of these 

seedlings (ranging from 2-71% for seven 

species) are grown from "A" Class seed 

produced in orchards. By the year 2000. seed 

orchards in BC are expected to supply 50% 

of the annual provincial seed requirements. 

British Columbia is divided into 24 seed 

planning /ones based on long term provenance 

(seed source) and progeny testing and 

provincial biogcoelimalic data. Individual 

seed orchards are designed to produce seed 

adapled to conditions within particular seed 

planning zones. A planning zone may have 

more than one orchard to address ils seed 

needs. For example, there are two Central 

Plateau zone interior spruce (Picca glauca \ 

P. engehnannii) orchards — one for higher 

and one for lower elevations within the zone. 

Seed orchards in BC are agroecosystems 

Table 1. British Columbia provincial sowing requests (Will's of seedlings) in 1993 

SPECIES 

NUMBER 

REQUESTED 

A CLASS 

(Seed On-hard) 

A CLASS 

% of Total 

2,317.1 

9,299.5 

4,219.0 

2,664.4 

5,397.2 

0.0 

0.0 

795.7 

(1.0 

48.0 

0.0 

11 

39 

34 

71 

0 

0 

50 

0 

12 

0 

24.740.9 11 



Table 2. Number of orchards, size (ha), and number of trees in the British Columbia seed orchard 

program as of 1 June 1993 

'Englemann spruce, while spruce, Englemann x white spruce 

intensively managed by permanent, full lime 

staff on a year-round basis to produce regular 

and frequent cone crops. 

Presently, there are more than 80 established 

orchards in the BC seed orchard program 

covering over 200 hectares at over 20 private 

and government sites (Table 2). The majority 

of these are located on southern Vancouver 

Island and in the Okanagan Valley. The dry, 

warm climate of these areas is more conducive 

to frequent, controlled cone production lhan 

the climate elsewhere in the province. 

For many years after its inception in 1963. 

the program was dominated by the coastal 

variety of Douglas-fir. Pseudotsuga meruiesii 

(Mirb.) Franco. There are now 12 coniferous 

species being grown in orchards (Table 2). 

about half of which are spruce {Picea spp.. 

especially interior spruce), and pine (Pinus 

spp.. especially lodgepole pine, P. contorts 

Douglas). Western larch. Larix occidental-is 

Niillall, is new to the program with two 

orchards established and nearing production. 
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Table 3. Classification of pint, spruce, anil larch insects of importance to British Columbia seed 
orchards 

OKDKR FAMILY SPECIES 

Coieoptera 

Dtplera 

Hemipiera 

Homopiera 

Hymenoptcra 

Lepidoptera 

Curculionidue 

AiHhomyiiilae 

Coreidae 

Aptiididae 

AtJelgidae 

Torymidae 

Coleophoridae 

Tortricidae 

Pyraiidae 

Pissodes spp. 

Si rob ilomyia neanthrai -ina 

Leptoglassus occidentatis 

Elatabium abietinum 

Mi ml ants spp. 

Adelges .spp. 

Pine us spp. 

Megastigmus spp. 

Cole op horn luricella 

Chorisioneura occidentalh 

Diaryciria spp. 

As with any intensively managed agroeco-

systern, pest management is a major 

component of the BC seed orchard program. 

The Silviculture Brand) of the BC Ministry 

of Forests (BCFS) maintains a Seed Pest 

Management program designed to aid all 

provincial seed orchard staff, as well as 

natural stand cone collectors, in the 

protection of cone and seed crops from 

insects, diseases, and competition from other 

animals and weeds. The program is run by 

three permanent staff biologists and a 

variable number of seasonal employees. The 

bulk of their work deals with the assessment 

of damage by. and the idenlifieation. 

monitoring, and control of, cone and seed 

insects and other insects causing damage to 

seed orchard trees. There is currently no 

directed, long term basic research program 

on cone and seed insects in place in BC. 

CONE AND SEED PROBLEMS OF 

PINES, SPRUCES AND WESTERN LARCH 

A very large number of species of insects are 

associated with seed cones as herbivores, 

scavengers, parasites, and predators (Miller 

1086). Only a relatively small component of 

the herbivorous community is of major 

interest in seed production: these species may 

be obligate cone and seed insects (cones and/ 

or seeds are critical to completion of their 

life cycle) such as cone maggots. Slrobilomyui 

spp.. or facultative (insects that may feed upon 

cones and/or seeds bill arc not dependent 

upon them) such as budworms, Choristoiieura 

spp. Another community of insect species 

indirectly affects seed production through 

feeding on branches, stems, foliage (e.g.. mosl 

gall aphids: PinmtS spp.. Adelges spp.). 



Table 4. Other cone and sml insects of importance to spruce and pine sead production in liriiish 

Columbia 

tlKDKR FAMILY SPECIES 

CoJeoptera 

Diptern 

i.cpidopicra 

Anobiidae 

Scolytitlae 

Cetidiwnyiidae 

Lonchfleidae 

Toitricidae 

Bnwbius punctulatus 

Conophthorus ponderosue 

Kaltenbachiota spp. 

Mayetiola carpophaga 

Resselidh spp. 

Eawmy'ui harbura 

Eucosma spp. 

Cydin spp. 

Rltyatiana spp. 

In BC about two dozen species in ilie orders 

Hemiptera (seed hugs), Homoptera (aphids, 

gall aphids). Coleoptera(beetles). Lepidoptera 

(moths), Diptcra (flies), and Hymennptera 

(seed ehalcids) are of immediate concern to 

spruce, pine, and larch seed otrhardists 

(Table 3). Other species in the orders 

Coleoptera. Lepidoptera, and Diplcra are 

normally problems only in natural seed 

production stands (Table 4), either because 

their host species are not grown yel in seed 

orchards or lliese insects are not usually found 

in seed orchards. 

The following insects are the mosl important 

ones of those listed in Tables 3 and 4. They 

(and most of the others) have been well-

described in various field guides and 

scientific papers. For illustrations and more 

detailed information consul! the references 

at the end of this article (see especially Baker 

1972; Furniss and Carolin 1977: Hedlin 

1974: Hedlin el al 1980; Turgeon and de 

Groot 1992 — much of the following 

has been gleaned from these works). 

WESTERN CONIFER SEED BUG (Leplvglossiis 

occidenlalis Heidemann) This bug is 

primarily a problem for Douglas-fir seed 

production in BC. but feeds on most conifers 

and is commonly found in spruce ami pine 

seed orchards. Originally an insect 

of the western U.S. and adjacent regions 

of Canada, it has become well established 

in Ontario (Marshall 1991) and is probably 

now generally distributed across central 

Norlh America. 

This distinctive insect feeds on seeds by 

inserting its long needle-like beak through 

individual cone scales and into seeds. 

Secreted salivary enzymes dissolve seed 

contents, which are then sucked up. Seed 

contents may be partially to completely 

consumed. Both nymphs and adults damage 

seeds. Damage is very difficult to assess as 



there is iittle external evidence on the cone 

of feeding activity and seed bug damaged 

seed is nearly indistinguishable from other 

unfilled seed in radiographs. Seed losses of 

up to 26 and 41% in western white pine. 

Pinus monlicoia Douglas, and Douglas-fir, 

respectively, have been attributed to western 

conifer seed bug (Hedlin el al. 1980). 

The life cycle is completed in one year. 

Adults overwinter in protected places, often 

in open cones or in buildings. Oblong, 

cylindrical eggs are laid in single lines on 

needles through the late spring and early 

summer. These hatch in less than two weeks; 

nymphs congregate and feed upon developing 

cones and have usually matured by late 

summer. The BCFS Seed Pest Management 

group believes this insect is a facultative cone 

and seed insect that feeds (and probably 

develops) on foliage as well as seeds, 

especially when cones are in short supply. 

GREEN SPRUCE APHID \Elatobium abietinum 

(Walker)] This is the only aphid thai causes 

major damage to BC seed orchards. It provides 

a good example of an insect having an indirect 

effect on seed production. It severely defoliates 

and weakens coastal seed orchard spruce 

trees. Without appropriate monitoring and 

control severely infested trees lose most of 

their old foliage. 

The green spruce aphid feeds on sap 

extracted by inserting its moulhparts into 

needles. Affected foliage becomes mottled 

and yellow and eventually falls off. 

Populations expand rapidly in mid-winter 

and have usually gone through several 

generations and peaked by the end of March 

or early April. By the onset of bud flush, 

populations have crashed to barely delectable 

levels (but have occasionally remained high 

until early June) and consequently damage 

is almost entirely restricted to older foliage. 

In North America this species reproduces 

asexually and most adults are wingless. Its 

biology is not well understood and its actual 

effect on seed production has not been 

documented. It is not known if this species 

migrates to an alternate summer host as do 

many other aphids. Oilier than ongoing 

control trials, there is no research currently 

being directed al E. abietinum, 

GALL APHIDS {Adelges spp,, Pineus spp.) 

Nearly a dozen species of gall aphids are 

known to occur in BC forests. Most have a 

complex two host life cycle. Sexual 

reproduction and species specific gall 

formation occur on spruce, the primary host. 

The secondary host, some other specific 

conifer species, supports a population of 

asexually reproducing, "woolly" females. 

In BC, four gall aphid species are common 

and can be major problems in spruce, white 

pine, and western larch seed orchards. 

Adelges cooleyi. (Gillette) is the best known 

gall aphid in BC. It alternates between 

various spruce species and Douglas-fir. 



Adelges lartciatus (Patch) is relatively new 

lo ISC and switches between interior spruce 

and western larch, Pineus pinifoLiac (Fitch) 

occurs on western white pine and interior 

spruce (usually). Pineus similis (Gillette) is not 

known to occur on a secondary hosl but cycles 

quite adequalely on several spruce speeies. 

Gall aphids do not usually cause direct 

damage lo spruce cone and seed crops. 

Progeny of overwintering females develop in 

galls formed on flushing buds and indirecl 

effects to seed production are caused by the 

deslruetion of these sites for future cone 

production. Galling is occasionally severe in 

some locations and subsequent cone 

production is reduced until new. uncalled 

branchlels can he grown. Sometimes galls will 

form on conelels (especially during heavy 

infeslations). Seed from ihese cones is 

difficult to extract and galled cones are 

discarded during cone collections. 

Damage to secondary hosts is usually limited 

lo foliage. Pineus pinifoliae can severely-

defoliate young western while pines in seed 

orchards. Other, more familiar examples of 

major gall aphid damage to secondary hosts 

are balsam woolly aphid. AdiAgc.fi piccae 

(Ratzeburg), on true firs (Abies spp.) in eastern 

and western North America and hemlock 

woolly aphid, Adelges tsugae Annand. on 

eastern hemlock, Tstiga canudensis (L.) 

Carriere. Adelges lariciatus may be the only 

North American obligate eone-feeding gall 

aphid. Its life cycle is presented below 

because of its direct association with larch 

seed production and as an example of basic 

gall aphid natural history. 

On western larch in BC. immature females 

overwinter at the bases of buds mostly on two-

year-old branches. They mature in earlv 

spring, before bud flush, and begin (o produce 

large numbers of eggs asexually. Before the 

end of April these hatch into nymphal 

females, which rapidly move lo coneiets 

when: they attach to scales and bracts and 

feed on plant fluids. Within two to three 

weeks of hatching most of the nymphs have 

matured into winged adults which fly lo 

suitable spruce trees and produce a generation 

of sexual offspring. These mate and produce 

Female offspring which overwinter at the base 

uf new spruce buds. The gall aphids 

remaining in the larch cones become wingless 

lemales. They and their progeny continue to 

infest cone scales and bracts through the 

summer but have disappeared from cones by 

the time seeds are mature. 

On spruce the overwintering nymphs mature 

and produce female progeny early in the 

spring. Feeding activity induces the 

formation of a pineapple-like gall around (he 

progeny on an expaudingbud. Winged adults 

form in chambers within the galls. By mid 

summer the galls have dried out and opened, 

releasing the females to fly to larch trees. The 

young progeny of these females then wail out 

the winter at the base of older buds. 

In spile of heavy infestations on some 

lareh cones there is no evidence vet that 



A. lariciatus seriously affects seed production. 

Some preliminary' work by seed orchard slafl 

suggests that A. laricialiis may not affect filled 

seed per cone but may cause difficulties in 

seed extraction due to excessively gummed 

cones. In 1994, BCFS research on this insect 

will focus on control options, effect on seed 

production, and its life history. Call aphid 

surveys are conducted annually in all spruce 

orchards in BC. 

CONE BEETLES (Conopluhorus spp.) Cone 

beetles can significantly affect seed 

production, bul are not a major problem 

in BC seed orchards. In contrast to most other 

cone and seed insects where feeding by 

immature forms is the primary cause of 

damage, destruction by com- beetles is 

attributable entirely to adult females. 

About a dozen species of bark beetles in the 

genus Conophlhorm are obligate cone feeders 

(with one exception) in pines across North 

America and Mexico. Some species can he 

very destructive to host seed crops. 

Conophtharus pamlerosac Hopkins, occurs on 

ponderosa pine. P. ponderosa l.awson. 

western white, and lodgepole pine in BC as a 

minor cone pest. Elsewhere in Canada C. 

coniperda (Schwarz). can severely damage 

eastern white pine. P. strobus Linnaeus, cone 

crops and C. msinosae Hopkins is very 

destructive to cones of red. P. resinosa Alton, 

and jack pine. P. banksiann Lambert. 

Cone beetles go through one generation 

annually. Life cycles for most species are 

similar. Adults overwinter, usually in the 

cones in which they developed, bul also in 

shoots or conelets. In late spring and early 

summer females emerge and bore into the 

bases of second year cones, killing them in 

the process. Attacked cones may remain on 

the tree or fall to the ground. Males enter 

tlie cones and mate with llie females. Eggs 

are laid along a gallery and develop into 

adults over the summer. 

BL'DWORMS (Chorisloneura spp.) Three 

species of buciworms are common in BC 

primarily on Douglas-fir, spruces, and true 

firs: two-year budworm. C. biennis Freeman, 

eastern spruce budworm. C. fiimiferana 

(Clemens), and western spruce budworm, C. 

occidentatis Freeman. Of these, the western 

spruce budworm causes the most deslruction 

to cones, especially in Douglas-fir, spruce, 

and larch. Choristoneura fiimiferana. the 

budworm of northeastern BC. is found in 

spruce-fir forests across the continent and is 

a major problem in conifer seed production 

in eastern Canada. 

ISudworms are facultative cone feeders and 

are most often associated with defoliation. 

However, especially when populations are 

high, flowers and conelels will be seriously 

damaged by the external grazing activities of 

the caterpillars. If left undisturbed, a western 

spruce budworm caterpillar will usually 

damage only one bud, cone, or clump of 

cones. However, they respond readily to any 

disturbance by dropping from their feeding 



positions on silk threads. They can then land 

on other sites or be blown easily to other trees. 

Interior spruce seed orchard damage is often 

caused by budworm caterpillars blown in 

from off-site. 

Most budworms have a one year life cycle. 

In western spruce budworm. early inslar 

larvae overwinter in small silk hihernacula 

among needles of the hosl. In early spring 

they begin mining in needles or buds. As 

they grow they exit these sites to graze on 

shoots and conelets. Larvae pupate in mid 

summer: adults emerge shortly after, mate, 

and lay eggs in clumps on host needles. Eggs 

hatch and the young larvae construct their 

overwintering hibernaenla. Larvae do not 

begin to feed until the following spring. 

Western spruce budworm populations 

are monitored annually by BCFS Seed 

Pest Management staff in interior spruce 

seed orchards. 

SEEDWORMS AND SEED MOTHS {Cydia spp.) 

About a dozen species of seedworms and seed 

moths occur in North America as obligate 

feeders on conifer seeds. Two species are 

common in BC: the spruce seed moth. C. 

slrobiklla Linnaeus, and the ponderosa pine 

seedworm, C. piperana (Keaifolt) are major 

problems in spruce (particularly natural 

stands) and ponderosa pine seed production, 

respectively. The former occurs throughout 

the range of spruce in Canada. The eastern 

pine seedworm. Cydia loreiiLa (Grote). 

is common in jack, red. and other pines 

across eastern North America. This species 

and C. stwbilella can be very destructive cone 

and seed insects. 

Seedworm caterpillars develop entirely 

within cones and leave no external evidence 

ol their feeding activity. Normally only one 

or afew are found in the cone feeding on seeds. 

Three seedworms arc usually sufficient to 

destroy most of the seeds in a cone. 

Seedworms can complete their life eycle in 

one year but they may undergo extender! 

diapause for an extra year or two. Adult 

seedworms emerge from brood cones in early 

spring, male, and lay eggs between the scales 

ol iemale flowers in spruce or on the surface 

of second year cones in pine. Young larvae 

arc enclosed within the developing spruce 

conelet or bore into the pine cone and feed 

on seeds through the summer. When cones 

are mature the larvae migrate to the cone axis 

to overwinter. In the spring, the larvae pupate; 

about two weeks later adults emerge. 

CONEWORMS (Dioryclria spp.) Coneworms 

are the most important cone and seed 

Lepidoplera in North America. At least five 

species of Dioryclria are known in BC. Two 

of these, the fir coneworm. D. abietivorella 

(Grote), and the spruce coneworm, 

D. reniculelloides Muluura and Munroe, have 

transcontinental distributions and feed on 

species of al least six genera of conifers. 
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A prominent pest wherever it occurs, fir 

conewonn is most troublesome in BC seed 

orchards on Douglas-fir ant! spruce but also 

occurs regularly on pine, larch, and other 

conifers. The spruce coneworm is not usually 

a problem in seed production in BC, but 

populations can he high in years of heavy 

western spruce budworm infestation.The 

ponderosa coneworm. D. auranlicella (Grot 6), 

occasionally reaches high levels in ponderosa 

pine cones. In eastern Canada, the webbing 

coneworm, D. disdiisa Heinrich, can cause 

major damage to jack and red pine cone crops. 

All above ground portions of all ages of trees 

are susceptible to attack by coneworms: 

cones, foliage, leaders, branches, and stems. 

Woody tissue is usually invaded secondarily 

through lesions produced by regular seed 

orchard management techniques (grafts, 

pruning, bore holes, induction treatments, 

etc.), other mechanical injury, or damage from 

other insects or disease. Cones and seeds 

can be seriously affected (50 to 100% have 

been destroyed at certain sites) and sterns can 

break as a result of coneworm damage. Cone 

damage is usually easily ident ified by obvious 

webbing and coarse frass on the cone surface. 

One larva can destroy an entire eone. 

The basic biology and life cycle of the fir and 

most other conewonns is variable and not well 

known. In general, coneworms appear to have 

a one year life cycle but in several species 

there appears to he an overlap of generations. 

There may he two flighls of adult fir 

coneworms, one in tin; spring and another in 

the fall. Kir coneworm may be a complex ol 

two or more species. Larvae are active in 

cones from late spring to late summer. 

CONE MAGGOTS {Simbilomyia spp.) Several 

species of Slrohilomyia are of major concern 

in seed production in Canada. In BC, the 

while spruce cone maggot. S. neanlhracina 

Miehelsen. is probably the most important 

cone and seed insect in spruce, especially 

interior Spruce. This pest is found througlioul 

the range ol spruce in Canada. Klsewhere in 

Canada, the larch cone rnaggol. S. laricis 

Miehelsen. and the tamarack cone maggot. 

S. viaria (Huekett). are important problems 

for eastern larch. Larix laricina {Du Koi) 

K. Koch, seed production. 

In eastern Canada, what has been known as 

5. neanthracina is actually two species with 

distinct host preferences (Turgeon and 

Sweeney 1993). Strobilomyia neanthracina 

is limited to white spmee,/-'tceag/«Mt(;(Moench) 

Voss. while the black spruce cone maggot. 

S. appalackensis Miehelsen, attacks black. 

I', mariana (Mill.) B.S.P., ant! rer! spruce. 

P. rubem Sargent. Strobilnmyia appalaehensis 

has not yet been shown to occur in BC. 

Damage is caused by the eone maggot larvae 

tunneling around the cone axis and feeding on 

seeds. The larvae are obligate seed feeders 

and the spiral shaped tunnel is diagnostic of 

attack. Entire crops have been destroyed by 

infeslations of cone maggots: one larva is usually 

sufficient to destroy most seeds in a cone. 



The life cycle is similar for all species. Adulls 

emerge around the time of bud elongation in 

the spring. Typically, most females lay single 

eggs on or near ovuliferous scales around the 

lime of pollination. Eggs hatch within two 

weeks and larvae immediately begin 

tunneling through the maturing eone, feeding 

on developing seeds. In mid-summer, larvae 

bore to the surface- of the cone and drop to 

the ground lo pupate and overwinter in the filler. 

The BCFS Seed Pest Management group 

intensively monitors interior spruce cone 

crops every spring for the presence of white 

spruce cone maggot eggs. 

OTHER INSECTS OF 

MINOR IMPORTANCE 

CONK BEETLES Anobiid beetle larvae of 

Ernobius punctulatus (LeConte) may be found 

in mature or dead ponderosa pine cones in 

BC. Normally, they are scavengers in cones 

(mature or killed by other insects or disease) 

but can cause damage to scales and seeds. 

Populations can become established in debris 

where cones are stored or processed and can 

infest new crops being brought in. The 

presence of legs on the larvae of Krnobins 

distinguish them from the legless larvae of 

other cone beetles (Conophthorus). 

PINE CONE BORERS Two species of pine cone 

borers (Eucosma spp.) are obligate cone 

feeders of minor importance lo seed 

production in BC: western pine cone borer. 

E, ponderosa Powell. (ce.(k on ponderosa 

pine and the lodgepole pine cone borer, 

E. recissoriana Hcinrieh, occurs on lodgepole 

and western white pine. Cone borers have an 

annual life cycle with adults emerging in 

early summer. Pupation and overwintering 

occur in the soil. In eastern Canada, red pine 

cone borer, E. monitorana Heinrich (on red 

and jack pine), and white pine cone borer, 

E. LocuUionana Heinrieh (on eastern while pine), 

can be very serious pests in seed production. 

PINE NEEDLE SHEATH MINER Larvae of 

Zellaria haimbachl Busck mine in the 

needles of lodgepole and ponderosa [line in 

southern UC and sometimes cause extensive 

defoliation to seed orchard trees. Seed 

production could be affected, although it has 

not been documented. The life cycle is 

completed in a year, with larvae overwintering 

in needles and chewing needles offal the base 

and webbing up fascicles through the spring. 

Pupation occurs in mid-summer with adults 

emerging and ovipositing in late summer. 

EUROPEAN PINE SHOOT MOTH Rhyadona 

baoliuna (Scliiffermuller) is primarily a 

foliage feeder on hard pines. Il affects seed 

production by damaging reproductive buds. 

In southern BC. it is sometimes a problem 

(in lodgepole and ponderosa pine. In eastern 

Canada, red pine is this insect's usual host. 

European pine shoot moth has an annual life 
cycle: larvae overwinler in buds, pupation 

occurs in late spring, and adults emerge and 

lay eggs in early summer. 

11 



GALL AND AXIS MIDGES A number of 

species of Kaltenbachiola can be common in 

spruce seed cones in Canada. They feed on 

scale tissue and rarely damage the seed. The 

life cycle is annual. Larvae of K. canadensis 

(Felt) form galls in cone scales of while, black, 

and red spruce. Calls may impede seed 

extraction. Larvae overwinter in the galls. 

Most spruce species support populations o( 

K. mchiphaga (Tripp). Larvae of this midge 

overwinter in the cone axis after spending the 

spring and early summer feeding on scale 

tissue (one larva per scale). 

SPRUCE SEED MIDGE Mayedola enrpophaga 

(Tripp) is widespread across the range of 

spruce in North America. Damage is usually 

slight except when populations are high. The 

life cycle is completed in one year. Larvae 

develop singly within seeds and destroy one 

seed each. Each larva overwinters in a cocoon 

within aseedand pupates in early spring. Adults 

emerge in spring about the time of bud burst 

and lay eggs near the ovules of conelets. 

CONE SCALE MIDGES Scale midge larvae 

[Resseliella spp.) often cause concern to cone 

collectors or seed processing technicians 

when they drop from stored cone sacks in 

large numbers. A number of species are found 

feeding on cone scales in spruce, pine, and 

larch. They often occur in considerable 

numbers (and in conjunction with other cone 

and seed pests, especially maggots) with up 

lo half a dozen larvae or more on one scale. 

Damage is usually restricted to scales bul 

seeds and sometimes cones can be killed. 

The life cycle is annual. 

SEED MAGGOTS Most lonehaeid flies are 

scavengers or predators but some species of 

the genus Earomyla are commonly found in 

conifer cones across North America. None is 

considered a serious pest of seed production. 

Earomyla barbara MeAlpine is found in 

spruce, pine, and other conifers in BC. This 

species may also be a predator of other cone 

insects but seeds are destroyed as its larvae 

bore through cones. Larvae drop lo the soil 

inlatesuminerandoverwinterlhereaspupae. 

SEED CIIALCIDS Larvae of nearly a dozen 

species of seed chalcids (MegasUgmus spp.) 

infest conifer seed in North America. Insect 

larvae detected in seeds by radiography are 

most often seed chalcids. Adult females 

insert their ovipositors through the cone 

scales and lay eggs directly into seeds. One 

larva develops and pupates per seed. There 

is no external evidence of its presence untd 

the adult bores a hole in the seed coat and 

emerges the following year. In BC up to 10 

per cent of seeds are often destroyed by seed 

chalcids (especially in Douglas-fir). Little 

research is directed al management of seed 

chalcids presently and in seed production: 

they are generally viewed as one of the costs 

oi'doing business. 

12 
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INSECTS EXPLOITING SEED CONES OF LARIX SPP., PICEA SPP. AND PINUSSPP.: 

SPECIES RICHNESS AND PATTERNS OF EXPLOITATION 

Jean J. Turgeon 

Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Service, Forest Pest Management Institute 

P.O. Box 490, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, Canada P6A 5M7 

ABSTRACT 

Seventy one phytophagous insects exploiting 

the seed cones of IS species ol Larix. Picea. 

and Pinus native to Canada were listed 

together with biological characteristics such 

as the type of insect seed-cone associations, 

feeding guild, and life cycle, to provide an 

overview of the structure and patterns of 

exploitation of this fauna. The fauna belongs 

to 6 orders: Lepidoptera (56%), Diplera 

(17%). Coleoptera(l3%). Homoptera(13%). 

Hymenoptera (4%) and Hemiptera (3%). 

Approximately 60% of these species are 

specialists (i.e., feed or develop only in seed 

cones). Slightly more than 10% of the 

specialists are spermatophagous: half ol the 

remaining species are eonospermatoph-

agous, whereas the remainder are 

conophagous. The proportion of species that 

have an exo-or endo-conopliytic cycle varies 

among feeding guilds and bos! genera. In 

most cases, congeneric species share the 

same class of associations with the seed cone, 

belong to the same feeding guild and exhibit 

the same type of life cycle. Finally, ihefaunal 

uniqueness and similarities between these three 

conifer genera are presented. 

RESUME 

La compilation de caracteristiques 

biologiques telles que les associations 

insecte-graine, les guildes trophiques et le 

cycle vital des insecles phylophages 

exploilanl les cones des 15 especes de 

Latix spp., Picea spp. et Pinus spp. indigenes 

au Canada a permis d'obtenir un apercu de 

la structure et des modes d'exploitalion de 

cette fauna. La liste contient 71 especes 

d'insectes, plus precise'nienl 56% de 

le"pidopleres, 17% de dipteres, 13% de 

eolenpteres. 7% d'homopleres, 4% 

d'hymenopteies et 3% d'hemipteres. Environ 

60% c!e ces insecles sont specialises (e'est-

a-dire qu'ils ne peuvent trouverleurnourriture 

ou se deveiopper que dans les cones) : un 

pen plus fie 10% sont spermalopbagcs. alors 

que le reste esl egalement divise entre 

conospernialo])liagcs et conophages. La 

proportion d'insectes ayant un cycle exo- ou 

endo-coiiophylique varienl selon les guildes 

trophiques et les holes. Dans la plupart des 

cas. les especes du meme genre se retrouvenl 

dans la meme classe dissociation avec la 

graine et le cone, font partie de la meme 

gnilde trophique elontle meme type de cycle 

hiologique. On traite enfin des pailieularites 

et des similitudes de la faune entomologique 

de ces trois genres de eoniferes. 



INTRODUCTION 

Most insects exploiting the seed cones of 

commercially important conifers native to 

Canada have already been identified, as 

surveys over the past 30 years have focused 

almost entirely on these trees. Conversely, 

knowledge of the entomolauna of native 

conifers that are of lesser economic 

importance is scarce. Because insect 

communities of host plants, or plant parts, 

are usually organized in a predictable manner 

(Price 1984). it should be possible, based on 

the structure of the fauna ol well surveyed 

conifers, to predict the fauna oi those that 

bave received little attention. 

Currently, the information available on 

insects exploiting seed cones of native 

conifers is limited to descriptions ol hie 

stages and cycles, damage or impact and 

management options: however, a synthesis of 

the relationships between seed cones and 

their associated insect fauna is lacking. 

Knowledge of the structure and the type of 

habitat exploitation of the inseet fauna is 

essential to establish interrelations of the 

organisms of the community, to appreciate the 

relative impact of each species, and to 

identify patterns that would facilitate 

prediction of the community composition. 

Not all insects that impact on seed cone 

production do so "directly17 by feeding or 

developing within them. Several species 

damage or kill seed cones "indirectly" by 

feeding on cone bearing branches or by 

weakening ihe tree. Conversely, noi all 

insects found in seed cones feed on. or 

destroy, seed cones or seeds. Indeed, conifer 

seed cones can be inhabiied by insects that 

are phytophagous (feed on plants), 

mycophagous (feed on fungi), saprophagous 

(teed on decaying matter) and cntomophagoiis 

(feed on insects, i.e.. parasitoids and 

predators). Furthermore, feeding galleries 

created by phytophagous insects occasionally 

serve as hibernating sites for other insects 

(Roques 1991). 

In this paper, I present a list of all phytophagous 

insects that have been reported to "directly" 

damage seed cones of all species of larch 

(Laiix spp.). spruce (Picc.a spp.). and pine 

(Finns spp.) native to Canada, together with 

their association with the seed cone, their 

feeding guild and type ol life cycle. The 

phytophagous insects associated with seed 

cones are referred to as either eonopliyU-w 

(insects that feed or develop only in seed 

cones) or hcleroconophytes (insects that feed 

or develop in olher habitats such as foliage, 

shoots and twigs, cone bearing twigs and 

bark, but feed ordevelop in seed cones when 

these are available) (Turgeon el al. 1994). 

There are three patterns of habitat 

exploitation or feeding guilds: conophages 

(insects that feed on cones and bract tissues 

usually without damaging the seed directly, 

although some species may damage seeds): 

coiuisperinalopliages (insects that consume 

cone and seed tissues moving from seed to 

seed in a clear, discriminate pattern): and. 
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Table 1. 

spp. native fa Canada 

Enwbtus blatter 

Etnobius 'iiKriiiu 

Emobiui palliunsis 

Emobia < pmctalatu i 

Emobias schcdti 

colitydag 

Cariitphtliunti rtmiperdtt 

Conaphlhants poadeiasae 

CoBoph III orus rcsinmac 

1 ciii' 

Diplera 

s sp. 

Picea 

Ptntis 

Pinto 

Pictii 

Pintis 

I'i/llti 

Si hooky 1981; Sweeney cl ill. I')')? 
Hcdlin ci al. 1080 

liedlin el al (980 

Hedtin rtal ft)RO 

Swseoey « n/. 19'J3 

lledlinr/^. J980 

Hedlin rin/. 1980 

Hedlin ei nl. iyS0: d(^ Grooi iyy| 

Privnsl IW86 

.Vj roil iamyia appalachcm it 

Str&biltimyia tarteis 

StmWomyia macalpincl 

Strobitamyia ncanthracinn 

Strobitvmym viaiia 

Cecidomyiidac 

Asyrtapia kapkbai 

Ka ttcnbacSuola caaaOcnsls 

Knhaibtuii iolti rachiphaga 

Mayeiiela va rpuphaga 
Plcmclit'tin sp, 

Ressctieita .sp. 

I.ojicJiiicidac 

Baromyia aquilonia Latix Csp 

Michelsen I98K: Turggon A Swtc-ney 1Q» 
Michdsen 19XX 

Michelseo 1^8 

Michelsca 1988; Tw8«m & Sweeney 1991 
Miehdssn I9S8 

Hedlin elal 198ft Gagnc 1989 

Hedlin cm;. 19K0;{"iagne 1989 

Hedlin n «L IQ8D; PrevoM iyS6;[iaSne 1089 
Hedlio <■!»/. )980;Gagirf 1089 

(jagno 1980; Turgeon Ompujdished dala) 
Hetllin fi a/. 1980; Gagnl I9S0 

Hedlin «n(. 1980; Amirmili \<W) 

Leptogtesna ocsidenialis Pinus 

Tciyra btpum-tata /',„„., 

H 

H 

P 

P 

Hedlja ei ef, iono 

Hadlin M at l'»K0; Tutgeon & dg Gcoo: 1992 

Mindonis tibictmw, 

Mlntluriis .sn. 

Addles i 

taric 

"I'uryniidae 

Megtatignati alt/grans 

Mcgasttgmta araSas 

Megastigma larieii 

Pieen 

Pi cm 

Pkca 

l'tit.\ 

Piica, Pinu 

harix 

H 

H 

U 

H 

H 

C 

C 

C 

Prfvoji (986 

Sweeney (jiers. conim.) 

Hedlin a at i«sn 

HedliD «ai 198(1 
Hedlin da/. 1080 

Id'dlin a al. J9K) 

lltdlin c/,t/. I0K0 

Hedlin el n;. mso 
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Table l. Cont'd 

Order 

Fanillv 

germs 

lite 

l.cpiriiiplera 

Blisiobaiidae 

Holcoccrina imimicnictla 

Cochylidae 

Henricus fuscedarsanus 

Ccicophora lamella 

Celechndae 

Calcmeckaifcs auupicieta 

CoicDicchnlies fetaftwora 

Coteoiecfaiitcs taricls 

Culm tlectmites picearlla 

(leomelridae 

Eupiihccia alblcapilasa 

Eupfflitcia columbnua 

Eupiihccia manna 

EapShccia ipermopftaga 

Hypogi rttI pmiala 
Pyi-jlidae 

Dionctria aMtlivorella 

Dioryclria aaranikelia 

Dioryclria camhiicolti 

Dioryclria ituclusa 

Diary* tria penliclPncUa 

Dioryclria raiicaleltoides 

DUinariii rcsi'iKscUti 

Dioryclria rossi 

Hereutia thymrtasatu 

Tonricidac 

Aden' variant 

Archips pacltatrfiana 

Archips alberta 

Harbara mappona 

Cli i • ri uon at ra fiwiifcrawl 

Chorisumeura occidenialis 

CharisUirteura pliva piitas 

Chorisloneiira rosactana 

Cydta pipcramt 

Cydia strebttelia 

C\dia torcitin 

Eucvsma monlturana 

liucf-'iia pinitlcroyti 

Eucasma rescissoriana 

Kucosma it'Cttttioimiia 

Spitonata lariciana 

Zettaphera canadwsis 
Zeiraphcra improhana 

Zeiraphcra urfortunona 

i. Piecii, Piims C 

larix, PUea 

Plcca 

piece 

\tiri\ 

PlCt'll 

Picea 

Pirui 

Picea 

Pinus 

Uirix 

tjirix. Piti-ti, Pitas C 

Pinus 

Pinus 

Piuus 

Pimts 

Card. 

Punts 

Pinus 

Pkta 

Picea 

Picea 

Piceti 

Picea 

larix. Picai 

Ijmx, P'ttea 

Ptnm 

Liirix, Piccti 

r/iijii 

Picea 

Pi nits 

Pram 

Pi jilts 

Puna 

Pinus 

lurix 

Pkai 

Pica: 

i, Pimti 

c 

H 

C 

II 

c 

1 

c 

H 

H 
H 

H 

C 

H 

II 

H 

H 

C 

C 

t 
r 

c 

c 

c 

H 

H 

H 

H 

|-n Amiiaull 1984; lk-dlin et til. 

Ruih I'JKO 

Ei Hedlin n al. 1080 

PrgvoSi I[»LI4 

O^ PtSvott 1986: 

< P 
[:t Hedlin cl .if. W8D: Turgeon & de (iioot 1992; 

Sweeney (pers. comm.) 

Bb lledlintf.il. W8Q 

Lyras 1957* 
En Hedlin el al. 1980; Turpeon A de llr.ml I1)')! 

Hedlin aaL 19S(1 

Ex Hedlin rial. lW 

Mutuura 1")S2 

Ikdlin.■/.!!. 1980 

Prevml 11)R6 

I'nlvost I')H6 

Privosl 1986 

Prevost l'->St> 

Ik-dlin rtal. I1)!)!) 

Hedlin el al. 1980s Amlrwlt W84 

lledlintl.il. L9B0 

Hedlin fl ni. 1980 

1'tevosl 1986; Amirauli l'IK4 

HtAMnclal. 1980 

Hedlin «o/. 1980 

liedlinti.il. I9K0 

Ikdlin flo/. 1'IW) 

Hedlin ctal. l<>«0 

Ik-dlin E(fl(. 1'IHO 

Hedlin fi»(. 1980 
Amirauli 1W; Prevail lO'l-l 

Pllon 1965; Scfiooky 1983 

Mvosl 19^J 

Tuigeon (unpiililislifd data) 

"C: ronophyles; H: Heleroconophyles 

' Cp: Cmophages: CSp Conrepenmlo 

' En: I-ndoi-iincjphyli^: El: Eiocanopliy 

W Sp: S ft ^ 
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spercnatephages (insects thai develop entirely 

For within seeds) (Vurgpmetah 1994). Finally, 

the life cycles of eonophytes can be categorized 

as either endoeonophytic (insect that spends 

it's entire preinia«inal development within the 

coneorseed) or exoconophylie (insect that exits 

the host as a mature larva) (Turgeon el <ii. 1994). 

This list was used to compare the structure 

and the patterns of exploitations of the insect 

community of each host genera, and to 

examine for the first time the fauna] 

uniqueness and similarities of these three host 

genera. This synthesis, although ecological 

in nature, should also assist those involved in 

the management of these pests by providing 

the necessary framework to sort biological 

informal ion and knowledge in a manner that 

can be easily remembered. For example, all 

five species of cone maggots. Strobilomjia 

spp. notwithstanding the host attacked, are 

eonophytes and conospermatophages. They 

all exit the cones before the seed cone is 

mature and pupale in the litter. 

STRUCTURE 

GENERAL PATTERNS 

The structure of insect communities 

exploiting conifer seed cones of larch, spruce, 

and pine native to Canada can be described 

in a number of ways: the simplest arc 

probably the number of coexisting species 

and the diversity ol species within the seed 

cones. The species richness and diversity of 

this entomofauna are somewhat restricted. 

For example, [he seed cones of larch are 

exploited by only 20 species of phytophagous 

insecls. whereas those of spruce and pine are 

exploited by 35 and 29 species, respectively 

(Appendix 1. Fig. 1). Because several species 

(e.g.. Resseliella spp.. Holcocerina 

imntaeideUa1, Dioryctria ahietivorella and D. 

reniad&Uoides) an; polyphagous (i.e., exploit 

more than one tree genus), the total number 

of species known to exploit these 15 species 

of conifer is 71 (Table 1). There is no doubt 

that many more species remain undiscovered, 

as detailed studies like those conducted in 

Canada on Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch 

(Amirault 1984; Provost 1994). P, mariana 

(Mill.) B.S.P. (Prevosl 1986). P. glaum 

At. 
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Figure 1. Relative species contribution of each insect 

order to llie diversity of phytophagous insects 

exploiting seed cones @f native species of Larix, Pice.a 

and Firms. Note lliat frosts are not exploited by insects 

belonging to ill! orders. 

rhe authority nf eaeh insect species is given in Appendix 1 
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Table 2. Diversity at the phytophagous tnsecfs exploiting seed-cones of Larix app, Pieea spp. and Pi 

spp. unlive to Canada 

OKDKR Number of 

families 

N:ime of 

family 

Number of 

genera 

Number of 

species 

2 

3 

1 

1 

] 

4 

5 

9 

19 

TOTAL 18 31 71 

(Moench) Voss (Tripp and Hedlin 1956: 

Hedlin 1973). Pinus banksiana Lamb (de 

Groot and Fleming 1994) and P. resinasa Ait 

(Lyons 1956, 1957a. 1957b. 1957c). are 

lacking for several species such as Larix 

occidental^ Nutt. and L lyall'd Par!.. Picea 

engelmanii Parry. P. rubens Sarg. and P. 

sitchenstS (Hong.) Carr., and Pinus rigida Mill. 

and P. slrolms L. Furthermore, there arc no 

known records of insects exploiting native 

species such as Pinus ftexilis Jarnes. and /' 

albicaulis Engelm. 

Approximately 60% of ihe enlomofauna are 

Lepidoptera, no matter which host they 

exploit (Fig. 1). The remainder belong to 5 

orders: Coleoptera. Diptera. I lemiplera. 

Homoplera. and llymenoptera (Table 1}. 

There are no reports of any of the remaining 

orders of phytophagous insects (Collcmhola. 

Orthoptera. Phasmida. and Thysanoptera) 

exploiting seed cones of these conifer species 

in Canada, although some Thysanoptera have 

been reported on pines in other parts ol the 

world (Hedlin et at. 1980: Turgeon et al. 
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Table 3n Species richness for each genus uf phytophagous in.sei.-Ls exploiting seed-cones of Ijirix 8pp., Pfaea 

sp[). ami Pin us spp. native to Canada 

No. of 

Species/genus 

Genus (Order") 

1 Tenebwidea (C), Asynapta, iiarvmyia, Mayetiola, Plemelielia, Kessetielta (D), 

LeptoglasSUS, Tetyra (He), Acleris, llarbara, Coleophora, Henricus, Heradia, Hol-

cocerina, Hypagynis, Spllonsta (L) 

2 

3 

Kuttenbachiola (D. Mindarm (Ho), Archips (L) 

Cimophihorus (C), Adetges (He). AiegQstigmus (Hy), Cydia, Zeiraphera (LI 

4 

5 

8 

Chonstoneura, Cole&technites, Eucosma, Eupithecia (L) 

Ernobius (C), SirobHomviu (D) 

Dtoryctria (L) 

1 C, Colcopiera; D, Dipi^ra; He, Hcinipicra; Ho, Homoplcm; Hy, Hymenoplcra; L, Lepidoptera 

1994). The number of families, genera and 

species in eacli insecl orderis relatively low. 

except for Lepidoptera, which have the 

greatest richness at each level (Table 2). 

Typically, each of the 18 families of 

phytophagous insects is composed oi one 

genus (Table 2). Notable exceptions an: the 

Cecidomyiidae. which have five, and the 

Tortricidae. which have eight. Furthermore, 

more than 90% oi the families huve less than 

10 species. Again the Tortricidae is the only 

exception with 19 known species. A total of 

61% of the genera are represented by two 

species or less (Table 3): the exceptions are 

Enwbius and Conophthorus (Coleoptera). 

Slrobilomyiti (Diptera), Megastigmtis 

(Hymenoptera). and. Choristoneura. Cydia. 

DioryCtHa, Eucosma and. Eitpil.hecia 

(Lepidoptera). Interestingly, most of the 

genera with more than two species are 

characterized hy species that can greatly 

affect seed production. 

CONOPHYTES 

The diversity of conophytes is much more 

limited lhan that of the entire phytophagous 

fauna and is confined to four orders: 

Coleoptera, Diplera. Hymenoptera, and 

Lepidoptera (Fig. 2). Although the 

Lepidopiera and the Diptera are the most 

important overall, 45% and 30% respectively. 

differences exist between the 3 host genera 

(Fig. 2). For larches, the Diptera are the most 

abundant conophytes whereas for spruces, 

conophytes are almost equally divided 

between Diplera and Lepidoptera and for 

pines, more lhan 55% of the eonophytes are 

I .epidoptera. Furthermore, some host genera 
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have a less diversified eiitomofaiina than 

others. For example, the pines and spruces 

are exploited by insects belonging to all four 

orders whereas larches are not: there are no 

known Coloeptera exploiting larch seed cones. 

Figure 2. Relative species contribution of each insect 

order to the diversity of conophytes exploiting seed 

cones of native species of Larix, Picea and Pinus. PJote 

that Hemiplera and Ilwnoptera have no eonophytes 

and iliat the relative contribution and importance of 

the Lepidoptera to this fauna is lower lhan thai of die 

phytophagous fauna indicating thai several 

Lepidoptera are heteroconophytes. 

HETEROCONOPHYTES 

The diversity of heleroconophytes is limiled 

almost exclusively to the Hemiptera. 

Homoptera and Lepidoptera (Table 1); there 

is only one species of Coleoptera. The 

majority of the heteroconophytesalso belong 

to the Lepidoplera. Slightly more than half 

of the Lepidoptera exploiting seed cones of 

larch, spruce and pine are helcroeonophytes. 

Conversely, all hemipleran and homopleran 

species are heteroconophyles. 

COMPARISON WITH STRUCTURE OF 

EUROPEAN FAUNA 

The species richness of the phytophagous 

enlomnfauna of conifers native lo Canada. 

although restricted loonly three hosl genera, 

is similar to that obtained for conifers from 

western Europe by Hoques (1991). 

According lo Roques (1991). the limited 

species richness of phytophagous insects is 

an indication of a relatively stable seed cone-

insect relationship, whereas the limiled 

diversity suggest that the speciation process 

within seed cones has been limited to a few 

genera of insects. Interestingly, mosl of the 

genera exploiting the seed cones of larches, 

spruces, and pines in Canada (e.g.. Ernobius, 

Strobilomyia, Eueosma, Cydia. Dioryclria. 

I-Aipilhecia. etc.) are the same as those found 

in Europe. One exception is the lack of 

Conophthorus spp. on European pines. 

PATTERNS OF EXPLOITATION 

ASSOCIATIONS 

Approximately 60% of the phytophagous 

insects of native larches, spruces and pines 

are specialists that feed and develop only in 

seed cones (Fig. 3). This proportion is slightly 

lower than the 71% of eonophytes reported 

for the indigenous conifers of Western Europe 

(Roques 1001). but indicates nonetheless that 

the entomolauna of coniler seed cones is 

exploited predominantly by eonophytes. The 

proportion of eonophytes however, differs 

markedly among hosl genera (Fig. 3). For 
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example, on lurch and spruce, 50% and 56% of 

the insects are conophyles. respectively. On pine 

however, tins proportion is higher than 80%. 

CONOPHYTEE HeTEf]0_ UNDETERMINED 

CO^OPHVTEE 

Figure !i. Relative importance of the cone- and hetero-

conophyte faaaa. The number of species is indicated 

on lop of each liar. 

Except lor the Diorvctria. which lias 

conophyte and heleroconophyle species, 

congeneric species share the same type of 

associations, even if they exploit different 

host genera (Table 1). Similar observations 

were reported for insects exploiting the 

conifers of western Europe (Roques !991). 

FEEDING GUILDS 

Conophytes and heteroconophytes exploit 

seed cones differently. All heteroconophytes 

are conophages (Table 1). except iMptoglossus 

corculas and Tc.tyra bipunclata (Hetniptera), 

which are considered seed predators, as hoth 

species feed upon the seed hut do not develop 

intheeone(HedlinefaZ, 1980). Conversely, 

all three feeding guilds (conopliages. 

eonospermatophages and spemiatophages) 

are represented in the conophyles. Overall, 

slightly more than 10% of the conophyte 

fauna are sperniatophages. whereas the 

proportion ol conospermatophages and 

conophages is 45% and 43%. respectively. 

Deviations from this pattern exist between the 

three host genera; the proportion of 

conophages exploiting pines (61%) is twice 

that of the conospennatophages (30%) (Fig. 

'1). The presence of all three guilds on each 

host genera can be viewed as the result of an 

evolutionary process that led to the complete 

utilization of the seed cone as a unique 

habitat (Roques 1.991). 

The relative importance of the spermalo-

phages (25%) exploiting the conifers of 

western Europe, though lower than the 

conospennalophages (40%) arid conophages 

(32%) (Roques 1991). is almost twice that 

COKOPHAGCE SPERMAVOPHAGES 
CONO-

SPEFMATOPHAGES 

figure I. Relative importance of the number of 

conophyies belonging to each feeding guild. 
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observed in Canada. This disparity may be 

related to the number of native host genera 

studied, five for western Europe versus three 

for Canada, or to the host genera studied as 

differences in the relative importance of each 

guild exisl between host genera. 

Congeneric species of conophytes belong to 

the same guild irrespective of the host they 

exploit. For example, all GmBphtharus spp. are 

conophages, all Strobilomyia spp. Cydiu spp. 

and Eucosma spp. are conospermalophages. 

whereas all Megast.igm.us spp. are 

spermatophages. Because similar conclusions 

were reported by Rogues (1991) in his study 

of conifers from western Europe, it is more 

than likely that this pattern applies to the 

entire community of world conifer seed cones. 

LIFE CYCLES 

The proportion of species that exhibit 

exo- and endo-conophytic cycles varies 

substantially among the three feeding 

guilds (Fig. 5). All spermatophages (100%) 

and most conophages (68%) have an 

endoconophytic cycle, whereas the majority 

of conospermatophages (80%) have an 

exoconophytic cycle. Endoconophylic 

species overwinter as diapausing larvae or 

pupae within the brood cone or seed (de Groat 

et at 1994; Roques 1983) still attached to the 

tree or on the ground, whereas exoeonophylie 

species usually overwinterin the duff beneath 

the tree or on the tree, mostly as diapausing 

pupae (e.g.. Strobilomyia spp.) or mature 

larvae (e.g., Dioryctria spp). and rarely as 

adults (e.g.. Conophlhorus spp.) (de Grant el 

al. 1994). Most exoconophytic species exit 

at the time ol seed fall, except Strobilomyia 

spp., which leave half way through seed cone 

development (de Croot et <ii 1994). 

EXOCONOPHYTIC ENDQCONOPHYTIC 

CONOPHAGES SPEBUATOPHAGES 

COM0-

SPEP.UATOPHAGES 

Figure 5. Relative importance of each lype ol lift' 

cycle (endo-and exo-conophytic) amoutig each of ilic 

feeding guilds, of conophyles. 

The proportion ol species with exo- and endo-

conopliylic cycles varies also between host 

genera (Table 4). Most insects exploiting 

larches (including polyphagous species) are 

exoeonophytic. whereas the majority ol those 

exploiting spruces and pines arc 

endeeonophytic. The smaller size and the 

faster decomposition rate of eastern larch 

cones, could possibly be responsible for lliis 

variation between hosts. 

Conophytes belonging to the same genus 

usually have similar life cycles irrespective 

of the iiosl it exploits. For example, all 

Strobilomyia spp., Kucosma spp. and 
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Table 4. Number of cnnopliytes exploiting seed tones of Larix spp., I'keu spp.. and Finns spp. native to 

Canada lhat have endo- or exo-conophytlc life cycles 

Type »f lift 

cycle 

Larix 

HOST 

1'icca I'll! IIS Larhc'Pkea Pkea-Pinas Larix-Picea-Pin us 

Exoconopbytic 4 

Enifocoiiophyljc I 

Undetermined 0 

TOTAL 5 

Eupilhecw, are exoconophytic, whereas all 

the Cydia spp. and MegasUgmus spp. 

are endoeonophylic. The only notable 

exceptions are Conophtkoius resinosae, 

which overwinters in shoots, whereas the 

other species ol Conophlhorus remain in llie 

cones, and Dioryctria spp. which either 

remain in the cones or leave cones lo pupate. 

To date tiiere are no recognizable patterns in 

the life cycles ol heleroconophyles. even lor 

species of the same family, other than lliev 

rarely complete larval development in the 

cone. When this occurs however, larvae exit 

the cone to pupate. 

FAUNAL UNIQUENESS AND SIMILARITIES 

The next step was to examine the entire 

eonopliyte fauna reported thus far and lo 

identify insect genera and species that appear 

typical of congeneric conifers (Table 5). For 

example, all species of larches were exploited 

by one lo two species of Strobilomjia, and 

one to two species of Dioryctria. Based on 

other reports. (Roqnes 1991), it is likely 

that all species of larch native to Canada are 

also exploited by at least one species of 

Megastigmus. Spruces are exploited by one 

species of Stmbilomyia, one to two species 

of Kaltenbaehiola and other Cecidomyiidae, 

one species ol Megastigmus. one species of 

Cydia. and one lo two species of Dioryctria 

and Eupithecia. whereas pines are attacked 

by one species ol Conophthorus. one species 

of Cydia, one to two species of Dioryctria. 

one species oi Eucosma, and one species 

ol Iloicocerina. 

Tins typical fauna is not definitive, as it is 

based only on the Canadian enlomofanna. 

Nonetheless, it certainly provides a 

framework lo predict the fauna of conifer's that 

belong to these genera but liial have not been 

studied yet. This approach also offers an op 

portunity lo examine the uniqueness and 

similarities between the fauna of these conifers. 

UNIQUENESS 

The conophyle fauna of each tree genus 

considered in this study has some degree of 
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uniqueness. For example. Finns is the only 

genus exploited by Conopluhorus and 

Eucosma spp.. whereas Picea is lhe only one 

colonized by Kaltenbachiola and Eupithecia 

spp. (Table 5). There is a strong possibility 

however, that the degree offaunal uniqueness 

at the insect genus level, might be lower than 

is presenlly observed, especially if olher 

conifer genera native to Canada were 

considered. The fauna] uniqueness at the 

insect species level is much higher as 

most species limit their exploitation to a single 

host genus (Tab)e 1). 

Some level of uniqueness can be observed 

among the heteroeonophyte fauna. For 

instance, only pine seed cones are attacked 

by Heleroptera whereas only those of spruces 

and larches are exploited by I Iomoplera. 

SIMILARITIES 

Similarities between the conophyte fauna of 

these three conifer genera also exist. For 

example, all species of larch, spruce and pine 

were colonized by one to two species of 

Dioryctria (Table 5). Larch and spruce seed 

cones were both colonized by Strobilomyui 

and Megastignavs and one to two species of 

Cecidomyiidae. whereas those of pine and 

spruce were bolh colonized by only one. 

though different, species ol Cydia. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From this study it is clear that the species 

richness and diversity of the phytophagous 

fauna ol larch, spruce and pine seed cones 

or seeds native to Canada is limited to a few 

insect genera and highly specific. Although 

species may differ between Canada and 

Eurasia, the genera exploiting seed cones 

however, remain the same. 

The structure and the patterns of exploitation 

ol this fauna are also similar to (hose 

previously reported for congeneric conifers 

(Stadnilsky 1971: Roques J991). Indeed, 

most of the insect species exploiting seed 

cones of these conifers are specialists 

(i.e.. must develop in seed cone to survive) 

as evidenced by the higher proporlion of 

conophvtes over heteroconophytes. Several 

species possess similar biological 

characteristics and share similar relation 

ships with the seed cone. Usually, congeneric 

species of insects share the same type of 

association with the cone (e.g.. eono- and 

helero-conophyte) belong to the same feeding 

guild, have the same type of life cycle and 

use the same strategy- (e.g.. extended diapause 

or other) lo compensate for the temporal 

fluctuations in cone abundance. This 

structure varies slightly among host genera. 

For those involved in the management of 

insects damaging conifer seed cones, detailed 

information on pest identification, life cycles, 

and damage or impact can be difficult lo 

remember, and somelimcs confusing, '['his 

overview should make it easier to remember 

biological information on specific pesls or 

group of pests. 
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PEST DAMAGE TO SEED ORCHARD 
Hopkin 

TREES 

ABSTRACT 

Pest snrveys of On,ario.e,d orchis WeR. 
conduced between 1990 and 1992 Black 
spruce, white spr,,ce and jack pine were 

1 ^mage (o foliage and 

RESUME 

disease in l)Oti, Wacfe 

the : most oommon insec| in ^^ ̂ 

hd affecting up to j 00% Of the trees 

T1 bt Z 
g^pe™, 

pina weevil occurred m 65% of 
spruce orohanJs causing leader damage 

pt0 20% of the tree, Weevil and,,; 
p,ne shool borer were also observed 

ck pine orchards surveyed. Weevii 
tl0% 

■ r damaged terminals and 

up to 35 % of the trees. Diseases 

were not (ound at damaging levels on jack 
P-,lhe occurrence of other pests and the 
value of pest sUrveys in Ontario seed o I 

are also discussed. ' 

*" "ssu ««"«« -''- I>in«te X 
ble •« I- Pin fins LeJ 
noires (il Uancl ■ « 

ers' >™l^ 100% des a 

Wanc *»« 6S% % des verger, 
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INTRODUCTION 

Seed orchards have become an important 

management tool for tree improvement 

Because of the initial in— «rf 
intensive management requ.red, s ed 
OTchardsarearguablythenms.exPens,ve,ec 

plantations ,n Canadian forestry. After 
orchard estab.ishmenl, pests can ha 

impact on the health ami survival of 
To date, most effort has concentrated on cone 

Id seed pests becm.se of the, obvou 
impact on seed production. Excellent 
Zmariesofthesepestshaveb^n produce 

L . , Churcher e. al. 1985; Hedhn c, al 
980; Sutherland ,, al. 1987; Turgeon and 
deCrootl992).On,he other hand the,mpac 

of insects and diseases affectrng fohag 
and woody tissue in orchards have rece.ved 

ess attention. Insects and diseases can 

wn lrees or can affect cone and seed 
products by decreasing tree v,Bour 

destroyingvegetativeandreproduct.veb,*. 

and causing branch mortality. 

,„ develop an inventory of pest problems on 

lrees and determine their relative abundance 
and ability to cause damage in seed orchards. 

The survey reported here i. unique in ,1s 

scope and distribution and could serve as a 

;„„;,„, f,,r further pest surveys in seed 
,,,,hards. Other formats for exlens.ve and 
imensive surveys however, might be equally 
or more applicable to pest problems ,n 
,,,-chards. These options and their po.en.,al 

for monitoring pest activity,,, seed orchards 

are discussed. 

large scales a recent phenomenon w,t, 

JLd, being established in the 1980, 
Presentfy, there areatota. of 68seedor,^ 

;„ the province representing approx matel) 
00haotmanagedplan,a,ions(N,tscl,ean, 

Wanner1994).The,ssueofthegeneralfl 

uA irees in Ontario nas 

lhree-year survey of Ontario seed orcha.ds 

METHODS 

>ta,ye,gl, orchards comprised oMGblack 

spruce, eight wlnte sprnee, and four jack 
pine. *re randomly selected iorevaluat.o, 

„,990 (Fig.D-Orchards ,vere<l,strn>utrf 

ocross northern Ontario from North Ba, to 

the Manitoba border. The «>"•»»-
eonducted over three field seasons. 1990 t 

W92, and consisted of two evaluanons each 

Vear The firs, visit occurred in mid-June 
MlowedbyaseeondvisitinlateJuly or early 

August. ,n each orchard ! 50 trees 10 
tral,sects of 15 trees each) were evaluatd 

Th(!raaJori,, (22) of see,, orchards evalua cd 
Were established between !982 and 986. 
However, several older orchards estabhshd 

,,,1959 (2) andfrom 1970-1975 (4) were a so 

meluded. Each sample tree was assessed lor 

,„„ incidence of insects and diseases and fo, 

levels of defoliation or woody tissue damage 
cal,sed by the pest. For non-fohar pests such 

„ .rmillaria root rot, AmiU-.no m-
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^ed Orchard Survey 
Orchard Locations 

sense Survey- Omario, 1990-
1992. 

gfit, Sphaeropsis sapinea (Ft) 

' and B. S,u,on. the white pine weevil, , 
Peck, eastern pine shoot horer. 

Hanrich, red pine cone 

- Hopkins, 
spruce cone 
or weatern gall rUst. B 

harknemi (j.R Mo()re) y f 

levels (Fiss 9 4 ^ „ ' dS 
W Z. 4, 6) were assessed on the 

--incidence (,race-]ight damage = L 
5^ 

h., and C. 

1- and 

& was 

casls,fl 

Sp., and 

(Clemens), jack 

damage = i.o^w . 

"";■ »«a damage = *5;)'mOderate-
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Seed Orchards 

Black Spruce 

RESULTS OF SURVEYS 

BLACK SPRUCE SEED ORCHARDS 

r ROT Tree mortality 

annual mortality rate 

similar lo thai found in rt« ^6 
covered by this survey. 

considered an 

are considered ri>U to aUack healthy 
.ually causes »» 

rd, in 1990 and 1992 (lg. y of at***. ArmiUaria can rapi 

H of the or«hani 

generally 
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its initial location, usually previously infected 

slumps, through root contact or by rhizomorph 

production (Redfern and Filip 1991). 

A. osloyae [Romagn.] Herink. the most 

common species in northern Ontario (Dumas 

1988). is a highly pathogenic species that 

shows more limited rhizomorph production. 

This species likely spreads predominantly 

through root contact It is seldom widespread 

in a stand and is usually evident by pockots 

of tree mortality. The best method to control this 

disease is to establish orchards on previously 

untreed sites such as agricultural fields, which 

seldom eonlain significant amounts of 

inoculum (Sutherland 1991). Ifsite selection 

is limited, inoculum reduction or disease 

control is possible through slump removal and 

site preparation (Morrison 1981). in addition 

to other silvicuitural and non-silvicultural 

procedures (Hagle and Shaw 1991). Once [he 

disease is established in an orchard some 

workers (e.g.. Sutherland 1991) recommend 

the complete removal of the diseased tree and 

the associated root system. A pest specialist 

should be contacted to evaluate the situation 

prior to commencing control measures. 

Seed Orchards 
Black Spruce 

e 3. Average annual incidence of pests in affected blaek spruce seed orchards. Note: liar, mark the 
maximum pest mckfeme. Pests: UAmMlarm; 2, sproee needle rusi; 3, diplodia; 4. frost; 5, spruce budwumr 
ft, spruce conewonn; 7. white pine weevil; 8. y el I<»v-headed spruce sawfly; 9. spruce bud moth 
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SPRUCE NEEDLE RUST This disease was 

observed in 41% of the evaluations (Fig. 2). 

In affected orchards incidence of needle rust 

was high in all years with up lo 100% of trees 

being affected (Fig. 3). Defoliation however. 

was rated at only trace lo light levels (Fig. 2). 

This rust has been previously documented 

as causing severe defoliation during moist 

years (e.g.. Ingram el al. 1991), but impact is 

generally considered minimal and control is 

only justified under epidemic situations 

(Ziller 1974). Infection can be prevented by 

establishment of orchards away from swampy 

areas where the alternate host Ledum sp. 

occurs. While it is not necessary for Udum 

sp. lo exist within the orchard, it is generally 

accepted that it must exisl in sufficient 

quantity within 1 km of the stand. 

DIPLODIA TIP BLIGHT This disease was 

recently reported for the first time on black 

spruce in Ontario (Myren 1991). Diplodia was 

evident in 15% of the orchards. Damage was 

assessed at moderate to severe levels in L1 % 

of the orchards (Fig2.). In affected orchards, 

diplodia infected an average of 12% and 7% 

of the trees in 1990 and L992, respectively, 

with infection levels as high as 24% (Fig. 3). 

The disease, which typically causes a lip 

blight, can kill significant portions of the 

upper stein of the tree. The disease can be 

particularly damaging lo Irees exposed to 

stress such as wounding, drought or poor site 

conditions (Nicholls and Ostry 1990). 

Sanitation involving the removal of diseased 

branches and severely affected trees 

apparently controlled the disease as it 

was not delected in previously affected 

orchards in 1991. However, the disease 

reappeared in three additional orchards in 

1992. In pines, seed cones can serve as an 

important source of inoculum (Palmer el ui. 

1988). but S. sapinea has to dale not been 

found associated with blaek spruce cones, 

thus making their removal in orchards 

affected by this disease unnecessary. 

FROST Frost damage to new foliage was 

evident in 15% of the orchards (Fig 2). 

Damage was assessed at trace lo light levels 

in 11% of the evaluations, having little effect 

on the Iree. Us impact on cone production 

was not evaluated. Moderate lo severe 

damage was evident in 4% of the evaluations 

(Fig.2). In one orchard, frost damaged as 

many as 60-67% of the trees in 1991 (Fig 3). 

Frost damage generally occurs on new foliage, 

although direct damage to black spruce cones 

has been reported (West 1986). The 

occurrence of frost and the extent of damage 

are often related lo exposure and topography. 

Sile selection and the avoidance of 

depressions and north facing slopes and flat 

plateaus, where reduced air flow is more 

likely, are simple control measures (Slathers 

1989). In addition, sile preparation 

techniques that increase air movement on the 

sile, and ploughing of the soil to incorporate 

the organic horizon and increase soil heal 

storage (e.g., Kjor and Sandvik 1984) have 

been found to be ef'feclive. 



EASTERN SPRUCE BL'DWOKM This budu-onn 
was the most common pest in black spruce 
orchards. I, was found in 89% of the 

evaluations (Fig. 2) and the average incidence 

of the pest in affected orchards was 
consistently between 50% and 60% over the 

three-year survey, with up to 100% of the 
trees in a given orchard infested (Fig 3) 

Although damage to orchard tree's is 
potentially high when the insect is at 

epidemic levels, only 4% of the orchards 
Reived moderate to severe levels of 
defoliation during the study (Fig. 2). 

Low levels of defoliation, while not affecting 
fee vigor, can reduce future cone crops 
(Sehoolay 1980). in addition, heavy 
defoliation is known to inhibit cone 
Potion for up |(, seyera( ^ ̂^ 

U73). The spruce budwonn can also be a 

-senous pest of cone crops on spruce 

I rev.ous studies conducted on black spruce 
m Ontario (PrSvost^ 1988; Svme 1981) 
revealed thai the spruce budwonn was the 

most damaging insect of pollen- and seed-

cones. This defoliator feeds initially on closed 
buds and pollen cones when available, then 
on the expanding structures as the season 
progresses (Rose and Linquist 1977) The 

impact of spruce budwonn on black spruce 
Survival and vigour is uncertain at this time 

'" foresl sHuahons, pure siands of black 
spruce (lowland or plantation) generally 
survive budwonn outbreaks as compared to 

mixed-wood stands (Howse 198!). Control 

measures should be considered either when 

defoliation or loss of reproductive 
TS is ob«™d, or when a severe 

ak is observed in the surrounding area. 

This insect was found 

, of orchards (Fig. 2). The incidence of 
rtion was cons.dered high in 1990 and 

(l-,g. 3). Up to 100% of the trees in 
ected orchards were infested with spruce 

«»«» (Fig, 3) in 1990 although 
< efohatn. was rated a, trace to light levels 

^■2)-In .992, spn.ee coneworm was no, 
detected; earlier work has suggested that 
populate are related to the availability of 
-ones (McLeod and Daviaul, 1963) Most 

orchards surveyed were no, yet product 

conesoronlyhad light cone crops. This likely 
--urns for the low populations in most 

orchards, h, each orchard, the pest was iound 
;« vocation with spruce budworn, making 

"d'/ficulno determine its impact on (he host 

tree. However, unlike spruce bu<hvorm, this 
->neworm is not considered a serious 
dnfohaior. although i, has been found to cause 
significant damage to cone crops (e , 
PrtvoM el al. 1988; Syme 1981) 

TOb pest wa8 evident 
m65%of the evaluations. Its kddenoe in 
affected orchards, and damage levels, were 
generally low (Visa 2 <i\ -.Id, i 

\t igs. z, a), although moderate 

to severe damage was evident in 9% of the 

evaluations (Fig. 2). Within affected orchards' 
- average of 3% of the ,rees were affected 
each year, although up [o 20% of the trees 
were found to be affeded in one orchard 
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fP! 'X\ This insect (!<in 

on young trees (2-3 m) when the leader is 
attacked. Damaged terminal, can also allow 
fungal pathogens to enter the tree causing 
furtherdanulge(Martineaul984).lhe1mpae, 

of this weevil on black spruce, particularly 
in orchards, is unclear, although eones near 

lheleaderwcrefrequentlydestroyed because 

oflhe^evil.Mostpublishedaccounlsoith.s 

insect concern its association with wh.tepme. 

on which it is considered to be the major 
insecl problem (e.g., Uvallee 1992a). FIDS 
surveys in plantations suggest that weevil on 
black spruce is less prevalent on trees 
over 6 mm height, Which is consistent wUh 

observations on white pine. Conversely, tins 
.infovcesthegeneralbeliefthatsmalleropen 

pown trees such as those in seed orchard* 
La, greater risk. Control of weev through 
mechanical or chemical means should be 
ordered in young black spruce orchards. 

ra.LOW-HEADED SPRUCE SAWF..Y This 

sawfly was detected every year and in U% 
of tha evaluations (Fig. 2), although the 
incidence in affected orchards never 

exceeded 15% (Fig- 3)- Damage was 
generally at the trace to light levels, although 

Moderate to severe defoliation was evident 
in4%of the evaluations (Fig. 2). Severe and 
repeated defoliation can result in loss of tree 

Z* and mortality- Yellow-headed .pn.ee 
s^lies feed first on enn-ent year needles and 

:evions years foliage and can 

completely. Total defohalior 

is common on young spruce (0-5-2.0 m) ll 

Ontario (e.g.,Fvans^IM992)^G.nerally 

are (°onfined to small areas (Martineau 1984) 
The insect prefers open-grown trees and 

concentrates Us attack on prev ously 
defoliated trees (lves and Wong 1988). 

increasing the likelihood of damage to 

orchard trees. 

SPRUCE BUD MOTH This torlricid was 

detected in 9% of the evaluations (Fig. 2), 
butin 1991 affected up to 99% of the trees 

in affected orchards (Fig. 3). The damage 

caused by this pest was not determined 
Typically, larvae of the spruce bud moth feed 
on voung needles under the budcap and also 

on'the cortical tissue of shoots. Th>s latter 

activilv results in a weakening, bending and 
sometimes breakage of the shoot. 

Feeding activity is concentrated in the upper 

rrown and on the leader (Turgeon 1992). This 

insect also feeds on pollen- and seed-cones 

of black spruce (Scbooley 1983) Fhe 
economic impact of this insect in black 
spruce orchards is uncertain but possibly 
minimal as the insect is most often associated 
wuhwlutesprnceandonly occasionally^, 

other conifers (Rose and Linqinsll->77. 

Carrow 1985). 

WHITE SPRUCE SEED ORCHARDS 
AKMiLLARIA HOOT HOT This disease was 

detected in 17% of the evaluations (Fig. 4) 

over the three-year period. On average, 1-3 A 
of the trees were killed by ArmUlada annually 
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Seed Orchards 
White Spruce 

noted an an,luaI average 

p 

. Whitney (1988) 
g ^^ rf 

g white spruce pianlaliong 

rnL H I .hat fakofc and 

pUMe than jack nine 
llo—'veyofspmcdi|i ; 

-! Lhc disease is 

isns of mortality in white 
e orchards and has good potential for 

spread after il is established. 

SPRUCE HEEDLE RUST Tt,; 
i.l ituM I his organism w 

trees were Inleote.I, ahljgh 
WBre behv(;eri 2j 

J y ,ed.seasewasgeneral]y rated a( 
<> light .eveJs (,,V 4). J|s 

-->'"»' -gnilicnt bu« epidem,c Z2 
h«uld be co,ltro,,eti. TOle epid(lmira are 
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Seed Orchards 

White Spruce 

^ found in SPRUCE COHE RUST This ^ 

riheevaluaUonSa,lvace1obghnev< 

4) It was redded only in 1992 and 
2fo 

tree5 (Fig. 5). This disease ^ 
one of the .aio, cone d.sease, by 

palhologiSl5 and - -fJSgjS 
Cone crops (Sutherland H A ̂ ^ 
alld Carew (1990) observed spoiad.cnu 
ocalizedePidemlC5otconeruSton I. -

Spruce in Newioundland. These 
esulted in a reduction ̂ vaikbk 

these ̂ .Although 

.„.„ rusl can infeel both white and black 
spruce, it was not observed on the latlci 

,hiS survey. The disease has been 

throughout much of northern 

particularly in the Great Lakes 

...gn'STiletion have no. been 

commonly recorded in th* provnce, h 
do occur Sporadically (McPherson cl. a!. 
m2) Routine monitoring o( cone crops. 

,n areas .here the disease is present. ,s 
recommended. Like the spruce needle rust, 

,.he conems.al.erna.es between an alternate 
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host {Pyrola spp.) and the spruce, and can 

disperse over several kilometers. Avoidance 

of areas containing the alternate host is the 

best control measure against this pest. Other 

methods of control exist (Sutherland 1991), 

but are usually impractical. A pest specialist 
should be consulted to discuss control options 

in spruce orchards where the disease 

is evident or in high risk areas, near the 
Great Lakes. 

FROST Frost damage to new foliage was 

observed in 67% of the orchards evaluated, 
although damage was generally rated at trace 

to light levels (Fig, 4). Within affected 

orchards, 19-49% of ihe trees were damaged 

between 1990and 1992. although up to 95% 

could be affected (Fig. 5). The incidence of 

frost damage was greater than in black 

spruce, but damage levels did not differ 

greatly. Generally, white spruce is considered 

to be more susceptible to frost damage than 

cither black spruce or jack pine (e.g.. 

Lavallee 1992b). and greater care should be 
given to reducing frost incidence. 

EASTERN SPRUCE BUDWOKM This insect wt® 

the most common pest found in while spruce 
orchards, infesting 92% of the sites (Fig. 4}. 

The incidence of budworm was high every year, 

With up to 100% of the trees infested (Fig. 5).' 
As in black spruce orchards, only a minority 

of the orchards (8.3%) showed moderate to 

severe levels of defoliation {Fig. 4), although 

the potential for significant damage exists. 

U 

SPRUCE CONEWOHM This conform was 
observed in 25% of the evaluations and was 
associated with moderate lo severe defoliation 

in 4% of the surveys (Fig. 4). Within affected 

orchards the incidence of coneworm damage 
was high every year, reaching 100% in some 

orchards (Fig. 5). Although damage was 

associated with moderate (o severe defoliation 

in some orchards, spruce budworm was likely 
responsible for most of (his damage as it 

cannot be distinguished from that caused by 

coneworms. Generally, eoneworm larvae 

consume less foliage and have less effect on 

host vigor than spruce budworm (Ives and 
Wong 1988). and reportedly favour cones as 
a food source (lledlin el at, 1980). 

WHITE PINE WKEVII, Damage by (his weevil 

was observed in 38% of the orchards 

(Fig. 4). Pest incidence in affected orchards 
was about 3%, although levels as high as 

7% were found in some orchards (Fig. 5). 

Over the three-year survey, the weevil 'w 
found less frequently in white spruce 
orchards than in black. 

YELLOW-HEADED SPRUCE SAWFLY This 
sawfly was found in less than 17% of the 

orchards with 4% of these sustaining 
moderate to severe defoliation (Fig. 4). This 

pest was recorded only in 199J and 1992. 

affecl ing on average 9% and 4% of the trees' 
respectively (Fig. 5). The highest proportion 

of trees damaged was 12%. This pest affected 
fewer white spruce orchards than black 

although damage levels in affected orchards 
appeared similar for both species. 



SPRUCE BUD MOTH The spruce bud moth 

was found in 13% of the orchards (Fig. 4). 

This pest was observed in white spruce 

orchards only in 1990 and 1992. A total of 

33% of the trees of one orchard were attacked 

in 1990, whereas in 1992 the maximum was 

19% (Fig. 5). The impact of this pest is as 

yel uncertain in orchard and plantation 

situations, but pure stands of while spruce 

are reportedly most susceptible to vegetative 

feeding (Carrow 1985). The insect has also 

been reported to feed on while spruce pollen-

and seed-cones (Pilon 1965). Carroll el aL 
(1993) determined lhal in while spruce, radial 

growth was affected only after several years 

of severe damage, but that crown architecture 

was also affected by chronic herbivory 

resulting in shrub-like growth. Altered crown 

architecture might affect cone production. 

Changes in crown architecture resulting from 

feeding by Dioryclria albovilella Hnlst on 

pinyon pine reportedly caused the loss of seed 

cones (Whitman and Mopper 1985). Spruce 

bud moth populations are highest in 

plantations under 3 m in height and typically 

decline with increased tree height and crown 

closure (Turgeon 1992). This would suggest 

that while spruce orchards, which are 

typically open grown, would be at greater risk 
than those in plantations, which would 

normally undergo crown closure. 

JACK PINE SEED ORCHARDS 

ARMILLAR1A ROOT ROT Anniliaria was 

Observed in 42% of the orchards. Damage 

was always at trace to light levels (Fig. 6). as, 

typically, less than 1% of the trees were 

affected (Fig. 7). The disease killed less pines 

lhan spruces over the survey period. Whitney 

(1988) noted that jack pine was more resistant 

to root rot than either while or black spruce. 

He also observed that Armillaria caused an 

annual average mortality of <l% m young 

jack pine plantations. 

PINE NEEDLE RUST This needle rust was 

common, occurring in 67% of the evaluations, 

but defoliation was at trace to light levels (Fig. 

6). Pest incidence varied over the three-year 

survey. Abundance was highest in 1991 and 

1992, when on average, more than 40% ol 

the trees were affected (Fig. 7). 

The rust is common in Ontario. 1ml is not 

considered a major problem, as only heavily 

infected or old diseased needles are 

prematurely cast. Nevertheless, moderate to 

severe levels of infection have been 

periodically recorded in Ontario (e.g. 

MacLeod et al. 1989). Control of the disease 

should only be considered under epidemic 

situations. As with most rust fungi, pine 

needle rust requires alternation between Aster 

spp and pine (Ziller 1974). Infection of pines 

occurs in die late summer-early fall but is 

not apparent until the following spring. 

WESTERN GALL RUST This disease- which 

can be a major problem of hard pines, 

affected 33% of the orchards, although only 

at trace to light levels (Fig. 6). Infection 

(branch and stem) levels were below 6% (Fig. 7). 
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6).' 

6). In *eKtl orchards 
of Ihe trees were i«*«U* 

. Pests: l./WorKi; 2. piM 

sbudworm was observed only 

„ lree health .tor rep ; 
Woliatio^eontroHs only warranted unde, 

extreme conditions. 

of lhe trees were affeeleci I D 

oulbreaks are Bcnerally slum lived, 
^caneausetree.ortaUtyorlossof^ 

The survey failed .» detect any ,gmhc 
hhth1nSect,skno-

3 ,,CKPINEBUDWOHM This insect w» 

t d in H% of lhe valuations, but observed m 17 eb(F 

defoliation was at trace io g 
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fpo 

of this insect in orchards » w 

mended when outbreaks are anticipated. 

RED PINK CONE BEETLE Thi8 beetle was 
-nf in 50% rf tlie ord,ard ^j^ 

C'g-6). Damage caused to leader. lVas rated 
^ modern l0 severe levels in 17% of tlie 

^^HWan proportion of trees 
hvereattacked.naffcctedorckrdsvar-

■ed between 1.5% (Fig. 7). Tl.is core beetle 
<J°eS mt m tre- «d generally, does not 
cause significant loss of vigour. lls impact 

on the leader was measured, but not on the 

oss of cones that could result frendan^e 
o lateral and terminal branches. The insect 

does not usually feed on jack pine seed cone 
^t can indirectly cause cone loss bvkillm, 
^.gs. Control of the organism is no, required 

as -his pest seldom causes s.gnificant dam 
age (de Groot 1990). 

^ ^ t(> "- lateral 
f 34% of the trees (F,g. 7) The 

P-centage of ,,-ecs sustaining leader inJUI7 

was used ,o establish damage levels for this 
pes. Moderate to severe levels were recorded 

n^/,of,heevalua,ions(Fig.6).Thisshoot 
Werismost common on open grown trees 

quisU977) and prefers jack 

oi an intennerhate hih 

damage to leaders and lateral 

T 'n the ^ crown. Kepeated 
-dmg causes stunted and deformed growth 
&*">«* '^D. In our survey, the 
incidence of damage m laterals was'e.ua, 
or greater than damage to leaders each 

^(l^7)m, lateral damage mHll 

Weevil damage wae 

ese, damage was moderate to severe 

mean annual incidence in affected 

ards vanetl b«w«n 5-7%, Wl-th ((le 
«l incidence at 10% (fig. 7). The weevil 

^'>'affects tree form. Such damage can 
the outcome of progeny trials, but in 

orchards i, can affect cone production. 

N HNE SHOOT BORER Damage by 

|-Pest was observed at each visit (K,g. 6) 
^th,nalfected orchards, between 6-1 7% of 

e 'rees were damaged annually oa« 

and mortality in addition to leader 

^nage.Othe,-surveys(e.g..MeKeagucand 
^,mons 1978) have found this pest a, hi^h 
,'7 T1 fefmmended ')Il"!i"S as a 

standard control measure. 

PEST SURVEYS AS APPLIED TO SEED 
^ °RCHARDS- VALUE AND LIMITATIONS 
Past surveys are an important part of seed 
-chard management because damage caused 

7 in7lS and *»-<» ean result m a loss 
«_seed cones or of tree8, Su 

'nfonnaliori ' t"j>-

Pesl Populations, which is 

. .f MIU deV(-'npment of control 
strategies, if so required. 

,f' '"^ Wula.iM in a seed 
-chard usually inc,udes,hous;m(|sof(rees 



over an area of up to 10 ha. The ,oal of a 

pest survey is to estimate the size of d. 
population and to assess its relatwe mpact 
based on a relatively small number of trees. 

These surveys can be extensive such as the 
onereportedhereinvolvinganumberofpess 

and locations, or intensive, mvolv.ng as bttle 

as one orchard or one pest. Extensive surveys 

covering large areas are not usual m seed 

orchards to date. However, simdar survey 
have been undertaken in conifer Plantations 

by regional FIDS units (Amirault and Po 

1989- Humphreys and Van Sickle 1992). 
Both Of these surveys used similar 
methodology to that employed in our work to 

assess the occurrence of pests and then 

relative damage. 

Extensive surveys have »^ 

intensive surveys can provide detailed mfor-

mation on a pest or group of pests, as the 

methods can be tailored to sui. the problem. 

This can involve the use of special survey 

lechniques as for root rots, cone and seed 
insects (Dombrosky and Schowaltcr 1988) or 

the use of pheromones in conjunction Wtth 

ground surveys for insects (e.g.- Shea el at. 
1986). Intensive surveys, local in nature, car. 
also be carried out by local seed orchard staff, 

provided they have suitable training and ac-

Ls to a diagnostics facility. Such e forts 

oas. provide seed orchard managers wUh sut-

ficient information on pest type and damage 

to enable them to consider the necess.ty oi 
emU0l. To be cost and b.ologically effec 

tive, control options should only be consul-
ered with full knowledge of the pests involved 

and their impact on the resource. 

01 lHSt^^i-& tin1-1 I 

damage usually differ from those used to 

detect pests that cause .ocabzed mfecfon 
BUeh as root ro.s. Methods toquanufyevds 

of root rot damage have been developed (e.g.. 

Bloomberg H al. 1980). but should be 
supplementary ,o survey techniques used for 

fo,iLpeS.,Exlensivesurveys,suchas.hs 

carried out by FIDS, also require a defeated 
and significant resource in both personnel 
and grating budgets. These surveys do 
however provide overviews of pest problems 

and provide consistency in data collection 

over time. 

SUMMARY 

S(;ed orchard trees are often under stress, 

which in turn can predispose them to damage 

bv already known pestsorby agents that were 

never considered as pests before. Because 

of the value of orchards and individual 

orchard trees, acceptable damage levels by 
insect- or diseases will be based on the goa 

set for each orchard. Church^ al.(1*5) 
su-gested four basic recommendaUons tor 

'comrol of cone and seed insects thai^ are 

applicable to all pests of seed orchards: . 
determina what pests are involved; ii) 
determine the importance of .he pests; in) 
conduct biolog.cal studies on damaging pests 
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MONITORING CONE CROPS IN JACK PINE SEED ORCHARDS: 

WHY BOTHER? 

Peter de Groot 

Natural Resources Canada Canadian Forest Service, Forest Pest Management Institute 
P.O. Box 490, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada P6A 5M7 

ABSTRACT 

Monitoring jack pine cone and Beed crops 

in seed orchards is essential to accurately 

assess the impact of various mortality factors. 

Although jack pine does not suffer typical 

catastrophic losses from insects as do other 

species of pines, there are circumstances 

in which insects and predators such as 

the red squirrel can cause severe losses. 

Seed losses can easily be overlooked, but 

significant losses can occur from seed bugs 

and seedworms, which leave little or no 

external evidence of damage. An appreciation 

of the biological capacity of the orchard 

to produce seeds is an essential prerequisite 

to pest management. 

RESUME 

La surveillance des recoltes de cones el de 

graines de pin gris dans les vergers a graines 

est essenlielle pour revaluation exacte de 

l'impact des divers facteurs de mortality en 

jeu. En effel, meine si les insectes ne causent 

ge'ne'ralement pas de pertes cataslrophiques 

ehez le pin gris comme chez d'autres especes 

de pins, il y a rles circonstances ou leurs 

attaquea et celles de predaleurs comme 

l'ecureuil roux peuvent entrainer des degats 

considerables. Les pertes de graines peuvent 

fac-ilenient passer inapercues, mais des pertes 

considerables peuvenl resuller des degats 

a peine visibles, sinon inexislants. causes 

par la I6lyre biponctue"e et les lordeuses 

seminivores des pins. 11 est done essentiel 

de connaitre la capacity biologique a produire 

d'un verger a graines pour lutter contre les 

ravageurs susceplibles de s'y attaquer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although jack pine. Pinus banhiana lamh., 

contributes significantly to the economy, is 

widely planted and artificially seeded, and 

is one the most important seed orchard 

species in Canada, the problems of cone and 

seed production have paradoxically received 

limited attention. In pine orchards, insects 

cause (he most serious economic loss (DeBarr 

1990). However, an examination of the 

literature on insects and diseases of jack pine 

cones and seeds (Hedlin el al. 1980; 

Sutherland et al. 1987) can lead to the notion 

that, in general, insect and disease problems 

Will be infrequent. While it is comforting to 

note from a pest management perspective ihat 

extensive damage by the major pests 

belonging to the genera Cnnophlhorus (cone 

beetles). Dioryctria (eoneworms). Eucosma 

(cone borers) Strobilnmyia (cone maggots), 

and Cronartium (cone ruats), have been rare 

or absent, this comfort should not lead to a 

complacence about the management of jack 

pine cone crops. 

The purpose of this paper is io demonstrate 

that jack pine cone and seed losses can be 

severe under certain circumstances, and to 

discuss the importance of (Mine crop 

monitoring as a part of a crop and pest 

management program. Data on the known 

levels of damage caused by the various 

mortality factors is presented, followed by 

conjecture on their potential impact. 

Information about cone losses has been 

gathered primarily from the only cone life 

table studies of jack pine cones (Rauf el al. 

1985; dc Grool anil Fleming 1994). 

references cited therein, and from references 

cited in Turgeon and de Groot (1992). Seed 

loss information has been obtained from [he 

literature and ongoing work by the author. 

To facilitate this presentation, the mortality 

factors are discussed relative to the 

development of jack pine seed cones, i.e.. 

stage I: pollination and early development 

(0-16 weeks): stage 2: seed cone dormancy 

(16-52 weeks), and stage 3: rapid growth and 

maturation of cones and seeds (52-68 weeks). 

The mortality factors of jack pine seeds, while 

occurring throughout the development of the 

cone, are discussed at the end of stage 3. 

CONE LOSSES 

STAGE 

Seed cone abortion is common and is usually 

the most dominant mortality faclor. Abortion 

rales of jack pine conelets have ranged from 

about 5 to 25%. Typically, pine abortion occurs 

during the first month and can be caused by 

inadequate pollination (Sarvas 1962). low 

temperatures (Hard 1963; Hutchinson and 

Bramlelt 1964). drought stress (Rehfeldl el 

<d. 1971), and insects (DeBarr and Ebel 

1974; Raufe/ a/. 1984. 1985). Raaffif al. 

(1984) reported that Plalylygus turidus 

(Reuter) caused up to 75% jack pine conelel 

abortion in a Wisconsin seed orchard. This 

insect has not been found in jack pine seed 

orchards in Canada, although it is known to 



occur (de Groot 1986). Seed bugs (Hemiptera) 

have been a major cause of cunelet abortion 

in other pines (DeBarr and Ebel 1974; Rauf 

et al. 1984). 

The jack pine budworm, Chorisloneura pinus 

pinus Freeman, has caused up lo 11% cone 

losses in jack pine seed orchards (Rauf el ml 

1985). The damage caused lo date by this 

insect in seed orchards is likely underrated, 

as il is known lo cause severe damage (>80%) 

damage to flowers and conelels under 

outbreak conditions (Graham 1935). The 

eastern pine shoot borer, Eucosma gloriola 

Heinrich, and the red pine cone beetle, 

Cunophthorus rcsinosae Hopkins, destroy 

young conelets by boring into the cone's stem. 

Neither has been a serious problem thus far, 

and are unlikely Lo he. 

STAGE 2 

This stage is a period of dormancy for cones, 

but serious losses can occur. To date, die 

experience in seed orchards indicates about 

10-20% mortality during this interval. The 

primary causes of death are abortion and 

shoot-clipping by the red squirrel. 

Tamiasciurus hudsaniais (Erxlehen). Shoots 

damaged by bark beetles in the genus 

Pityophthows Eichhoff can also cause conelel 

losses [8% loss recorded by Rauf et al. 

(1985)(, particularly when shoots have been 

damaged by squirrels or other insects. Insects 

that feed directly on seed cones do not 

contribute lo losses during this stage. 

STAGE 3 

The red squirrel is usually the main cause 

of cone mortality. Red squirrels usually 

begin heavy feeding on jack pine cones 

in early September. If cones are not 

harvested until mid- or late-October, 

losses of 30% or more (of ihe total cone 

crop) arc not uncommon (Raul et al. 1985: 

de Groot and Fleming 1994). Cone 

predalion by the red squirrel will vary from 

site to sile and year lo year, depending 

on the availability of other local foods 

(Kemp and Keith 1970). Much of the 

damage by the squirrel could be avoided 

if cones were harvested in late August or 

early September, before squirrels begin 

intensive predalion. although there will be 

some loss in the number of viable seeds 

(Cecich and Rudolf 1982; West and de 

Crool 1990). It appears almosl certain that 

management of red squirrel populations 

will be necessary in seed orchards. 

Cone life table studies conducted in 

central Ontario, found that '5% of the cones 

were destroyed by the cone resin midge. 

Asynapta hapkinsi (Felt), the jack pine 

budworm. the red pine cone beetle, the 

webbing coneworm, Dioryctria disclusa 

Heinrich, the red pine cone borer. 

Eucosma monlloruaa Heinrich. and 

unknown Lepidoplera (de Groot 

and Fleming 1994). Rauf et al. (1985) 

found that about L3% of the cones were 

destroyed by these insects, the most 

significant of which was the red pine com: 



borer, which caused about 7-10% cone loss. Two 

other moths, the spruce coneworm, Dioryctria 

reniculelloidea Mutuura and Monroe, and the 

fir coneworm, D. abietivorella (Grote), are 

known to feed on jack pine cones, but their 

primary hosts are spruce and fir (Hediin e! 

aL 1980). The diplodia tip blight, Sphaempsis 

saplnea (Fr) (Dyko and B. Suttoti) has been 

recorded on jack pine cones in Ontario, where 

the incidence of damage has been as high as 

8% (Constable and Jansons 1986). Of this 

group of pests, the need to manage the red 

pine cone borer, where jack pine seed 

orchards are near red pine stands, and the 

fir coneworm appears most likely. 

SEED LOSSES 

There are several ways seed is 'lost' to 

production. Seed loss is often assessed by 

quantifying the reproductive capacity of the 

cone (seed potential), then carefully 

determining what caused losses, and 

calculating the proportion of seeds that 

survived (BramleU el <d. 1978). Seed 

potential is simply twice the number of fertile 

scales (Lyons 1956). Seed efficiency is the 

number of sound (filled) seetl divided by the 

seeii potential and expressed as a percent 

(Bramlett and Godbee 1982). Cone analysis 

{sensu Bramlett el al. 1978) was Conducted 

in Ontario on cones from three natural stands 



from 1985-87, and from 7 seed orchards in 

1992 (Table I). The seed potential of these 

cones ranged from 40 to 64 seeds, with an 

average of 52 seeds. The average yield of 

filled seeds per cone was 29 seeds (range 17 

to 37). agrees well with the 27 filled seed per 

cone found by Kauf et al. (1985). Seed 

efficiency values ranged from 37 to 72% with 

an average of 55%. 

The data from the natural stands revealed that 

during the first year, about 18% of the ovules 

failed to develop. The causes are unknown 

but could include pollination failure, seed 

bug damage, or abortion. In the second year, 

another 5% aborted. An average of 17% of 

the seed from all sites in 1985-87 and 1992 

was empty. Again the exact causes remain 

unknown, but probably include the lethal 

effects of homozygous recessive genes. Seed 

losses by the eastern pine seed worm. Cydia 

toreuln (Grote), were low in Ontario: only 

about l%of the seed was destroyed. Raufef 

al. (1985) noted that about 6% of the seeds 

were destroyed by this insect in Wisconsin. 

Kraft (1968) found infestation rates in natural 

stands varied from 10 to 78% depending on 

the size of the cone crop. It is likely that the 

impact from this insect could be considerably 

higher in seed orchards and that this insect 

will be a major seed consumer in certain 

years, as noted recently in red pine orchards 

(Katovich and Kulman 1991). The western 

conifer seed bug, Leptoglossus occidentalis 

Heidemann. and the shield-backed pine seed 

bug, Teiyra bipunctata (II errich-Schiiffer). are 

known to occur in the Great Lakes region 

(Hedlin el al. 1980; MePherson el at. 1990: 

Katovich and Kulman 1987). hut have not 

yet caused serious problems in jack pine seed 

orchards. It is likely that the impact of these 

insects will also become greater as seed 

orchards mature. 

DISCUSSION 

The survival of jack pine cones from the time 

of pollination to the lime of cone harvest will 

vary among years and sites. The data from 

life tables indicates that survival may be as 

high as 75% (de Groot and Fleming 1994) to 

as low as 14% (Kauf el al. 1905). While life 

table data are useful in identifying the 

mortality factors and their potential impact, 

the data can only serve as a guide to what 

might happen in a particular seed orchard. 

Monitoring systems such as the Inventory 

Monitoring System (Bramlell and Godbee 

1982) or the Cone Crop Monitoring System 

(de Groot and Turgeon 1992) are based on 

life table methods and are of great benefit to 

the seed orchard manager in assessing the 

cone crop. Monitoring systems identify the 

type and time of losses for an orchard, and 

thus can act as an early warning system of a 

potential buildup of pest populations. They 

can also he used to help make decisions about 

the need for control, and can help develop 

more cost-effective pest management 

programs. An excellent account of their value, 

from a seed orchard managers point of view. 

can be found in Huffman (1988). 



The data from life tables can bo used to set 

"bench marks" or realistic levels of 

expectation from seed orchards: these are 

discussed thoroughly by Bramlett (1987). For 

jack pine, il is probably unrealistic to expect 

cone survival levels higher than 75% and 

seed efficiency levels higher than 75%, which 

means that production from the orchard 

achieves about 55% of its potential. This 

compares well with the 60% efficiency 

expected from a southern pine seed orchard 

that receives maximum protection (Branilell 

1987). Cone-to-seed orchard efficiency values 

below 55% indicate that improvements may 

be possible. 

One method to make improvements is to 

increase flower production while holding the 

cone survival and seed efficiency values 

constant, or reduce the losses of one or more 

mortality factors. Another is lo use the 

monitoring information about cone crop size 

to manage large crops very well, and small 

crops less well. Careful attention to the health 

and size of the cone crop by seed orchard 

managers will undoubtedly provide many 

benefits to ensure that seed production levels 

are set realistically and are met. 
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SAMPLING INSECTS AND 

PREDICTING IMPACT IN SEED ORCHARDS 

Jon D. Sweeney 

Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Service, Maritimes Region 
P.O. Box 4000, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5P7 

ABSTRACT 

Methods of sampling insect pests and 

predicting their damage are necessary 

components of an integrated pest manage 

ment strategy in seed orchards. This paper 

briefly discusses the information required to 

design and develop a method of predicting 

pest damage, and some common sources of 

errors in prediction. Some pest sampling 

methods currently used, or in development 

for use. in seed orchards are presented. 

Finally, ways that sampling methods can be 

made more accessible and useful to seed 

orchard personnel are proposed. 

RESUME 

Dans toute bonne strategic de lutte integree 

mise en ceuvre centre les ravageurs des 

vergers a graines. il faul des methodes pour 

echantillonner les insectes imisibles el 

prevoir les degats. Dans cet article, on 

explique brievement ce qu'il faut savoir 

pour concevoir el mettre ail point une methode 

de provision des degals attribuables aux 

ravageurs et I'on decril certaines des sources 

d'erreur courantes en prevision. On pr6sente 

aussi certaines des methodes d'eehantillonnage 

actuellemcnl utilisees ou en voie de 

developpement pour les vergers a graines. et 

on explique enfin comment rendre les 

method es d'echantillonnagc plus accessibles et 

utiles pour les exploilanls de vergers a graines. 



INTRODUCTION 

Every seed orchard manager should have a 

crystal ball [hat he or she could use to predict 

pest impacts, the weather, and [he results of 

NHL playoff games. The ability to accurately 

forecast the potential reduction in seed yield 

due to an insect pest would greatly assist 

managers in making decisions regarding llie 

need for pesticide applications or oilier pest 

controls. Although they are not crystal halls, 

sampling methods can provide managers with 

reasonably accurate forecasts of the 

amount of seed loss to expect in a given year 

and ensure that pest controls are applied 

only when necessary. Sampling can also be 

used to improve the timing and efficacy of 

control operations and to determine the 

efficacy of controls after they have been 

applied. Methods of pest sampling and 

damage prediction are basic components 

of any pest management strategy. Their 

primary role is to assist resource managers 

in decision making. 

If they have so much to offer, why have pest 

sampling methods not been used more widely 

in seed orchard management to date? What 

can be done to make them more accessible 

and uselul to seed orchard personnel? These 

questions are addressed in this paper, which 

is intended to provide orchard managers with 

an overview of sampling and damage 

prediction and their role in integrated pest 

management in seed orchards1. It has 

three objectives: i) to briefly discuss the sort 

of information required lo design and 

develop a method of predicting pest 

damage: ii) to describe some pest sampling 

methods currently used in seed orchards 

or in development; and iii) to discuss 

ways that sampling methods can be made 

more accessible and useful to seed 

orchard personnel. 

DESIGNING A SAMPLING METHOD 

Sampling methods must be practical if tiiey 

are ever to be used operationally in seed 

orchard management. In other words, they 

must be simple, cheap, and reliable; a 

successful compromise of cosl versus 

accuracy and consistency. They must also 

provide enough lead time for decisions and 

control actions, and should be easily 

integrated (or at least not conflict greatly) with 

other seed orchard routines. Most importantly, 

objectives must be clearly established 

through consultation with seed orchard 

managers before designing a sampling 

method. For example, orchard managers may 

want to know, with adequate confidence, 

whether or not the seed loss to insect "x" will 

exceed a threshold of 10 or 30%; they are 

probably not concerned with precise 

estimates of pest density. 

E'liiTimiime tnijis I'.in be usf'fiil tab fur sampling nests 

.mill predicting impact hut thej have heen discussed by (iram 

(19W). Simihrly, nine crop mortloriog, has been addressed by 

da Grool (1994). 
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Development of a sampling method requires 

some basic knowledge of biology and ecology 

of the pest and the host (seeds, cones, trees) 

combined with practical considerations (e.g., 

costs of sampling versus value of seed), and 

may be broken down into four steps. 

SELECT A SUITABLE SAMPLING UNIT 

AND WINDOW 

For seed orchard insect pests, tlie most 

appropriate sampling unit is often a cone but 

it could be a reproductive bud. vegetative 

bud. branch lip. grafl union, or even a 

coloured sticky trap, depending on the 

species and life stage being sampled. 

Sampling should be done at the stage of insect 

(and host) development that provides a 

reliable estimate of pest density and potential 

seed loss, as well as providing sufficient time 

to lake appropriate control actions lo reduce 

seed losses. The sampling window can be 

specified by a range of accumulated heat 

units or by the developmental slage of the 

host (e.g.. conelels 1/2 to fully pendant) if 

these have been determined for the insect. 

The chances for error are greater for sampling 

methods that require the collection of samples 

within a very short period of time, i.e., a 

narrow window, than for methods with a 

broad window. Also, a broad sampling 

window will result in fewer scheduling 

conflicts between pest sampling and other 

orchard management activities. For example, 

overwintering second-instar larvae of the 

spruce budworm. Choristonvura fumijerana 

(Clemens), can be sampler! almost anytime 

in the fall or winter. On the other hand, a 

sampling method that required precise timing 

during the period when conelets were 

receptive would stand a slim chance of being 

adopted by seed orchard personnel, already 

busy with controlled pollination. 

Obviously, llie most appropriate sampling 

unit and window depends on the pest insect 

and its life cycle. For example. 3/4- to fully-

pendant conelels are suitable sampling units 

for the spruce seed moth. Cydia strobilella 

(L). and the Spruce cone maggots. 

Slrohilomyia appalnchensis Michelsen and S. 

neanlhracina Michelsen, which lay theireggs 

directly in spruce cones. However, cones are 

not suitable for sampling seed chalcids. 

Megastigmu.s spp., because their eggs are tiny 

and laid directly into seeds: seed dissections 

would be difficult and too laborious. Seed 

wasps, and perhaps cone maggots as well, 

might be sampled more easily in the adult 

stage using colored sticky traps, so long 

as the relationship between trap catch and 

seed loss was quantified. 

DETERMINE THE PEST'S DISTRIBUTION 

The spatial and frequency distribution of the 

pest largely determines where and how many 

samples must be collected lo provide 

relal ively unbiased estimates of pest density 

wilh known precision and confidence. Pest 

densities are compared among aspects and 

crown levels within trees and among trees 

within sites lo determine where to colled 

samples that are truly representative of the 
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population.For example, there was no 

consistent trend in average egg density-

associated with aspect or crown level for llie 

Douglas-fir cone moth, Barbara cotfnxiana 

(Kearfott), so it was concluded that eonelets 

could be collected randomly from the crown 

(Sweeney and Miller 1989). 

The optimum number of sampling units to 

collect per tree can be determined by a simple 

formula that lakes into consideration the 

proportion ol total variation in pest density 

within versus among trees, and the costs 

(usually in units of time) of selecting and 

moving to a tree versus collecting a sampling 

unit from the tree and processing it 

(Southwood 1966). The minimum number of 

sampling units (e.g., cones) required to 

estimate pest density with known precision 

and confidence depends on the relationship 

between the mean and variance over a range 

of pest densities. Generally, as the level of 

iniestation increases, fewer samples are 

required to reliably estimate the pest density. 

This information can be derived from the 

frequency distribution of llie pest, i.e., 

whether it is aggregated, random, uniform, 

or binomial (i.e.. there, not there). 

DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN PEST DENSITY AND DAMAGE 

It is critical that estimates of pesl density be 

translated into estimates of damage that are 

relevant to seed orchard managers, e.g., cone 

losses, percent loss of filled seed, or tree 

mortality. For example, the percentage of 

eonelets infested with cone maggot eggs can 

be used to predict the percent loss of filled 

seed in a spruce seed orchard by: 

i) converting the estimate of percent eonelets 

infested to a percentage of mature cones 

with maggot damage, using a regression 

developed from data collected in several sites 

and years; and ii) multiplying the percentage 

of mature cones infested by the mean percent 

loss of extractable filled seed per damaged 

cone, e.g., in white spruce, 69% fewer filled 

seeds are extracted from inaggol-daniaget! 

cones than from healthy cones (unpublished 

data), so 10% loss of filled seed will result 

from 14-15% damaged cones (1.4.5 x .69). 

ESTABLISHMENT OF 

TREATMENT THRESHOLDS 

The threshold density at which pest damage 

exceeds a tolerable level is calculated from 

llie relationship between pest density and 

damage but should also include the efficacy 

of control methods, when these are known. 

For example, Miller (1986a), chose a critical 

value of 2.6 egg-infested scales lo represent 

a ] 0% loss of seed due to the Douglas-fir cone 

gall midge, Contarinia oregonensis Foolc. 

based on: i) a regression between egg-infested 

scales perconeletand galled seeds per cone; 

ii) a regression between the increase in filled 

seeds per cone and the reduction in galled 

seeds per cone due to insecticide 

applications: and iii) an average control 

efficacy of 85%. 
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The amount of seed loss that managers are 

willing to tolerate will vary depending on the 

demand for seed, the costs of control, the size 

of the cone crop, and projected seed yield. 

Even 5% seed loss may be considered too 

much when the demand for seed is high: 

conversely, wilh a 10-year supply of seed in 

storage, complete destruction of the cone crop 

might be acceptable. Managers may also 

tolerate a high percent seed loss in years 

of heavy cone crops if the expected seed 

yield, after pesl losses, still fulfils seed 

requirement?. Therefore, it is a good idea to 

design a flexible sampling method with 

several threshold densities corresponding to 

different levels of seed loss. Problems 

associated with setting economic damage 

thresholds in seed orchards have also been 

discussed by Boulet (1992). 

SOME SOURCES OF ERROR 

No sampling method is without a certain 

amount of error but. if properly designed and 

used according to plan, the chances of making 

an error are at least quantified. For example, 

sequential sampling plans (discussed in 

more detail later) are often designed to 

classify pesl density, or resulting damage, as 

either low (e.g.. <10%). medium, or high, wilh 

90% confidence. A 90% confidence level 

means thai there is a 10% chance of making 

an error in classification, e.g.. calling a 

medium infestation light; the correct decision 

will be made about nine limes out of ten 

(Waters 1955). Choosing a greater confidence 

level, say 95%. will reduce the error to 

one in twenty but will also require more 

sampling and time. 

Errors in sampling and prediction may be 

higher than those stated for a sampling 

method when: i) the timing of sample 

collection is poor, e.g.. collecting black 

spruce conelels before they are 3/4 to fully 

pendant (and egg lay is 75-100% complete) 

will underestimate the egg density of the cone 

maggot. S. appalachensis, and the predicted 

percent seed loss; ii) cones or trees are 

selected with bias, e.g.. egg densities of the 

Douglas-fir cone gall midge are generally 

higher in the upper crown than in the lower 

crown (Miller 1986b), so samples collected 

mainly from the lower crown or upper crown 

will under- or over-estimate egg densities, 

respectively; iii) llie pests survival between 

ilie stage sampled and the completion ol 

damage is unusually high or low, i.e.. 

survival strays well outside the average 

relationship upon which the sampling plan 

is based; and iv) pest densities are near a 

critical threshold. Nyrop and Simmons 

(1984) showed that, for some sequential 

sampling plans (Iwao 1975). the chances of 

making a wrong decision were much higher 

than llie nominal level (e.g.. 10%) when 

densities were near the critical threshold. 

Fortunately, sequential sampling methods 

usually perform well (<5-iO%' error) when true 

densities are not within about 20% of the 

critical threshold (Turgeon and llegniere 

1987: Sweeney and Miller 1989). 



SOME SAMPLING METHODS IN USE IN 

SEED ORCHARDS OR IN DEVELOPMENT 

One of the reasons why pest sampling and 

damage prediction methods have not been 

used more widely in seed orchards is because 

very few quantitative methods have been 

developed, tested and documented. Orchard 

pest surveys are conducted by the Canadian 

Forest Service, Forest Insect and Disease 

Survey personnel in some provinces (e.g.. 

Ontario) and by provincial pest management 

extension personnel in others (e.g.. Nova 

Scotia, New Brunswick, British Columbia 

(BC), Quebec), but with few exceptions, these 

surveys provide estimates of pest infestation 

levels or damage that has already occurred. 

Most of these surveys do not provide 

predictions of damage so that action may be 

taken to prevent it. However, seed orchards 

in BC are regularly sampled for the Douglas-

fir cone gall midge, spruce cone maggots, 

western red cedar cone midge. Mayetiola 

thujae (Hedlin), western spruce budworm. 

Choristoneura occidentalis Freeman, green 

spruce aphid. Elatohium abietinum (Walker), 

and gall adelgids, Adelges spp., and 

managers are informed of infestation levels 

before significant damage occurs (Robb 

Uennett. pers. comm.). Except for the 

Douglas-fir cone gall midge, however, these 

samples do not provide quantitative estimates 

of seed loss. 

'I he cone crop monitoring programs underway 

in Ontario and starting up in Quebec provide 

quantitative estimates ofexpected seed yield 

(and cumulative pest-caused losses) at 

various times during (he season, but do not 

detect the presence of certain pests, such as 

the spruce cone maggots, until seed damage 

has already occurred. Seed orchard staff in 

Quebec conduct two pest surveys, one during 

the last week of June and the other during 

the last 2 weeks of August. A number of trees 

are selected from a number of orchard rows 

and on each tree the total number of healthy 

and damaged cones are counted. Samples of 

damaged cones are sent to the "Service de la 

protection conlre les insectes et les maladies" 

ol the "minislere des Ressourees NalureHes 

du Quebec", and if damage is considered 

significant, a forest protection technician in 

the region conducts a follow-up survey (Bruno 

Boulet, pers. comm.). 

Some quantitative methods of damage 

prediction in use in seed orchards or in 

development include sequential sampling 

plans for the Douglas-fir cone gall midge, the 

spruce cone maggols, and aphids and mites 

in tamarack. These are discussed briefly. 

SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING TO PREDICT SEED 

LOSS CAUSED BY THE DOUGLAS-FIR 

CONE GALL MIDGE 

One of the few sequential sampling methods 

used operationally in seed orchards is that 

developed by Miller(1986a) forlhe Douglas-

fir cone gall midge, a serious pest of Douglas-

fir seed orchards in BC. Orchard staff collects 

100-150 cones (one per tree) when scales 

have closed and cones are becoming pendant. 



This sample is sent to the seed pest management 

group of the Silviculture Branch, BC Ministry 

of Forests, who process H within an average 

of 7-8 h (Miller L986a) and. as a policy, 

inform seed orchard managers ot the 

predicted seed loss within 24 h (Robh 

Bennett, pers. comm). Managers can then 

decide whether or not they will apply an 

insecticide to control the gall midge. 

The sample is usually processed by one or 

two people with experience in dissecting 

conelels and recognizing the gall midge eggs. 

Cones are dissected scale-by-seale and the 

egg-infested scales are counted. Cones are 

dissected until ihe cumulative number of egg-

infested scales is above or helow ihe 

threshold number (associated with ] 0% seed 

loss) for the number of cones dissected thus 

far. For example, if fewer than 60 infested 

scales are found in a total of 40 cones, one 

can predict (with 90% confidence and 10% 

sampling error) that gall midge infestation 

will result in less than 10% seed loss. If more 

than 140 infested scales are found in 40 

cones the method predicts greater than 10% 

seed loss. If the number of infested scales 

per number of cones dissected does not 

fall above or below a decision line then cone 

dissection continues. 

This sampling plan has been used operation 

ally in BC since 190L and, as of 1985. was 

correct 31/31 times (Miller 1986a). 

SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING TO PREDICT SEED 

LOSSES CAUSED BY THE SPRUCE SEED 

MOTH AND SPRUCE CONE MAGGOTS 

Ruth d al. (1982) suggested sampling ten 

coneiels per tree from 5-10% of ihe cone-

bearing Lrees in an orchard; if a mean oi Iwo 

eonelets per tree contained eggs of either the 

seed molli or the cone maggol, seed losses ot 

10-20% eould be expected. This method 

would be useful but its errors are unknown 

and the number of cones requiring dissection 

(e.g.. 250 to 500 cones from an orchard 

with 50(1 cone-bearing Lrees) may be 

impractical. Methods similar to that 

developed to sample the cone gall midge, 

have been developed for predicting the 

category of percent seed loss to the while 

spruce cone maggol, S. neanthracina, and the 

seed moth, based on the cumulative numbers 

of eggs or infested eonelets per number of 

cones dissected (Sweeney et al. 1990; JDS 

unpublished data)2. For example, for the cone 

maggol, orchard staff collect two cones from 

each of 50 trees when scales have closed and 

cones are 3/4 pendant to fully pendant. A 

minimum of 20 cones are dissected, scale-

by-scale, and the number of cones with eggs 

or larvae are recorded. Then, the cumulative 

number of infested cones per total cones 

dissected is compared with a range of values 

! Details of (he sequential sampling plans for tin1 cone maggol 

.niul st'ci! moth are in manuscripts iliai will \\e. submitted in 

si-tcntiHc journals anil are mil presented here. Him over, spoil 

orchard managers interested in testing the methods maj 

tonlail run ilirtcllv. 



in a table to see whether (he predicted level 

of seed loss falls into a category of <8%, 

>12%, or >40%. As in the -all midge 

sampling method, if the number of infested 

cones per total cones dissected does not fall 

within a specified range of values, cone 

dissection continues until a maximum of 100 

cones are dissected. 

With the cooperation and assistance of seed 

orchard staff, the sequential sampling plan 

for cone maggot has been tested in a number 

of white spruce seed orchards since 1990 and 

has correctly predicted the category of seed 

loss 9/11 times. It was necessary to dissect 

an average of 45 eones before damage could 

be predicted. It takes between 2-5 min to 

dissect a cone, depending on experience, so 

the average sample can be processed in 2-4 

h. Although the method is based on the 

spatial and frequency distribution of 

S. neanthracina in white spruce and 

Engelmann spruce, Picea engelmannii Parry, 

it has been adapted (by adjusting the percent 

loss of filled seed per infested cone) and 

tested for prediction of S. appalachensis 

damage in black spruce orchards. The method 

predicted correctly only 13/17 limes (76%) 

in black spruce and must be further refined 

by incorporating data on the spatial and 

frequency distribution of S. appalachensis in 

black spruce and additional data on impact 

(JDS unpublished data). 

SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING PLAN FOR MITES 

AND APHIDS ON TAMARACK 

Aphids and mites can occur in high 

populations in seed orchards and cause 

yellowing of (he foliage. They cause enough 

concern among some orchard managers that 

insecticides are often applied several times 

perseason. Whether insecticide applications 

have been necessary in all cases is unknown 

because means of estimating the density of a 

particular species of aphid or mite in seed 

orchards, and ils impact on seed yield or tree 

health, did not e\ist. However. Webster (1993) 

has developed a method of collecting black 

larch aphids, Cinara laricifex (Filch), and 

spruce spider mites. Oligonychus urmnguis 

(Jac.) and sequential sampling plans for 

estimating their densities with known 

precision (% error). One branch on each of 

25 randomly selected trees is heat ten times 

with a padded stick; and dislodged insects 

are caught in a container held under the 

branch (this procedure works best with two 

people). The mites and aphids are then rinsed 

from the collection container into a vial and 

taken back to the lab. It takes 10-15 min to 

process each sample, but nol all samples 

require processing. Processing stops when 

the cumulative number of mites (or aphids) 

per number of trees sampled (samples 

processed) exceeds a threshold value 

associated with a given level of precision. 

The greater the level of precision desired, the 

greater the number of samples that require 

processing. Before this me!hod is adopted and 
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used by seed orchard staff, further research 

is necessary to determine the impact 

associated with different mite and aphid 

densities, and critical threshold densities. 

WHY ARE SAMPLING METHODS 

NOT USED MORE WIDELY? 

One of the main reasons wliy sampling 

methods have not been used more widely 

is simply because there are not many 

available. We still lack the basic knowledge 

of life cycle, phenology, and impact necessary 

to develop sampling methods for some 

significant seed orchard insect pests, e.g., the 

fir eoneworm. Dioryctria nbiaiivorella (Grole). 

In cases where a practical sampling method 

exists and is well documented, it may not be 

used because human resources are limited 

ami spread loo thin. Some seed orchards, 

especially those attached to or near nursery 

facilities, may have a resident manager and 

staff who handle all sorts of management 

practices. Other orchards might be off in the 

woods, several hours away from a manager 

who has several responsibilities in addition 

to the management of that particular orchard; 

in these situations they an; doing well il they 

manage to harvest the cones. Seed orchard 

Staff may also laeklhc necessary equipment 

or expertise required to properly handle the 

samples. For example, the sequential 

sampling plan for predicting seed loss to the 

Douglas-fir cone gall midge requires that the 

number of egg-infested scales be counted 

under a stereoscopic microscope (Miller 

1986a): il takes some training and experience 

to recognize the small gall midge eggs and 

not every orchard has access to a stereo 

microscope. Finally, the tolerance level for 

pests varies among managers and orchards. 

Sampling ior a pest may seem like a waste of 

time to managers who have already decided 

whether they are going to control it. based 

on other considerations. In some cases this 

makes perfect sense. If managers have a 10-

year supply ol seed, or orchard terrain thai is 

loo rough to allow for practical control 

operations, controls may not be warranted or 

feasible regardless of the level of damage 

predicted by sampling. What is more difficult 

to justify is the decision to use insecticides 

without assessing the need to do so with some 

sampling. e.g..licone maggot damage was bad 

last year so we're spraying for them this year, 

no mailer what." The level of infestation in 

the previous year is not necessarily a good 

indicator of infestation in the current year 

because the size of the cone crop fluctuales 

from year to year, and seed and cone insect pests 

are capable ol remaining dormant for more than 

one winter. It controls are being considered 

and a practical method of damage prediction 

is available, then sampling should be done. 

HOW CAN WE MAKE SAMPLING 

METHODS MORE 

ACCESSIBLE AND USABLE? 

Firstly, as staled earlier, sampling methods 

should be designed to be practical, i.e.. cheap, 

simple and effective. Otherwise, they will likely 
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not be used operationally. To help ensure thai 

they remain practical, development;!ml testing 

ofsampling methods .should directly involve ihe 

participation of seed orchard personnel, 

whenever possible. This helps to ensure 

development of a practical sampling method 

and allows seed orchard personnel to become 

familiar with sampling procedures as they are 

developed, i.e., both research and Lech 

transfer benefit. A lack of necessary expertise 

may be overcome by providing training in 

workshops. Korsome methods it may be more 

practical to provide a central sample processing 

service, e.g., the processing of Donglas-fir 

cone gall midge samples eollecled by staff in 

provincial and industry seed orchards in BC 

is handled by seed orchard pest management 

staff of the BC Ministry of Forests. Where 

provincial extension services are unavailable 

or otherwise tied up. it may be possible for 

orchard managers to contract services with 

a private company or individual. Fruit 

growers in BC's Okanagan valley otlen hire 

the services of small pest management 

eompanies to sample for red mites, codling 

moth, etc., and to provide advice regarding 

the need for pest control. As stated earlier, 

.sampling plans should he made more flexible. 

Depending on the demand for seed, managers 

may be willing to absorb 40% seed loss one 

year, but less than 10% seed loss in another. 

Sequential sampling plans should, therefore, 

be designed or modified to include more than 

one damage threshold. Finally, we should not 

wait until a sampling plan is perfect before 

trying it out. A rough prediction of damage. 

so long as its precision (or lack of) is 

somewhat defined, is better than no 

prediction when considering the need for pest 

controls. Preliminary sampling plans may 

still provide useful information and should 

be tested with the assistance of orchard staff 

and refined when necessary. 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Sampling methods in seed orchards could be 

improved by better defining the impact of a 

pest in terms of its effect on seed quality as 

well as quantity, i.e.. the reduction in yield 

of seedlings, not seeds. Simply estimating ihe 

percent loss of fdled seed due to a given pest 

may underestimate its true impact if the seeds 

from infested cones also have reduced 

germination capacity, as found for black 

spruce cones infested with cone maggol 

(Prevost etui. 1988). 

A basic drawback to many sampling methods 

is that they are pesl specific, i.e.. each 

predicts the seed loss due to one pest only. 

This could lead to situations in which the 

combined seed loss caused by. for example, 

three insect pests exceeds acceptable levels 

(e.g.. 20%) but no control actions are taken 

because each of three independent sampling 

methods predicts acceptable levels of damage 

(e.g., < 10% seed loss). To avoid this situation, 

efforts should be made to integrate sampling 

melhods for more than one pest. This may 

be fairly simple for pests such as ihe spruce 

cone maggot and the spruce seed modi, both 

of which may be sampled for by collection 
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and dissection of conoids in spring. Il may 

be possible to devise a method lhat uses 

one sample to predict the combined seed loss 

to both pests. 

Cone crop monitoring is an excellent way of 

integrating seed losses inflicted by a complex 

of pest species into an estimate of cumulative 

seed loss incurred at different stages of cone 

development (de Croot and Turgeou 1992: 

Bramleti and Godhee 1982). Predictions of 

seed loss from other sampling methods, e.g.. 

a sample of conelels dissected to determine 

percent infested with maggot eggs, could be 

incorporated into the cone crop monitoring 

system to adjust the overall estimates of seed 

efficiency, germination efficiency, etc.. before 

damage occurred. Decisions regarding the 

need for control actions would therefore be 

based on overall estimates of seed yield, as 

affected by a number of factors, and not just 

losses due lo a single pesl species. 
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE USE OF 

PHEROMONES AND SEMiOCHEMICALS FOR MANAGEMENT 

OF INSECT PESTS IN SEED ORCHARDS 

G. G. Grant 

Natural Resources Canada Canadian Forest Service, Forest Pest Management Institute, 

P.O. Box 490, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, Canada P6A 5M7 

ABSTRACT 

Although identified pheromones are available 

for most of the important lepidopteran 

and coleopteran pests of coniferous seed 

orchards in Ontario, their use in pheromoue-

based trapping systems to detect, monitor, 

or forecast pesl populations is still largely 

experimental. Thus, the key elements for 

developing a standardized plieroinone-based 

trapping system, including trap design, lure 

formulation, trap placement, and trapping 

objectives are discussed. Potential difficulties, 

such as the occurrence of insect diapause 

and capture of non-target insects, are also 

considered. Information on commercial 

sources of traps and related supplies and 

conditions for optimum trapping of selected 

orchard pests is summarized in tables. 

RESUME 

Bien que Ton eonnaisse les pheromones 

de la pluparl des lepidopleres et des 

coleopteres considered comme de grands 

ravageurs dans les vergers a graines de 

conifferes de I'Onlario. lnulilisation de ces 

substances pour le piegeage. a des fins de 

detection, de surveillance et de prevision, 

reste largemenl experimentale. Get article 

traito des principaux aspects a eonsiderer 

dans la tnise an point d'un systeme normalise 

de piegeage a base de pheromone; il est 

notannnent question de divers modeles de 

pieges, de la composition des appals, de 

['emplacement des pieges et des objectifs 

du piegeage. On parle aussi des problemes 

pouvanl se presenter, par exemple l'entree en 

diapause de I'insecte ntudie ou encore la 

capture d'especes noil visees. On presenle 

t des tableaux contenanl divers 

renseignements stir les fournisseurs 

commereiaux de pieges e! de foumitures et sur 

les conditions optimales pour le piegeage 

de certains ravageurs des vergers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort has gone into establishing 

coniferous seed orchards for the production 

of genetically improved stock in Ontario. To 

protect orchards crops and tree? from losses 

caused by insects, orchard managers need 

convenient methods for detecting specific 

pests, estimating their population levels and 

forecasting potential damage. Ideally, the 

methods should be inexpensive, easy to use. 

and reliable. Pheromone-baited traps provide 

a practical solution to some of these needs. 

They are widely used in Canadian forestry 

for insect surveys and monitoring (Grant 

1990). but their operational use in seed 

orchards is largely experimental (Grant 1991). 

The intent of this paper, therefore, is to 

provide basic information about pheromones. 

traps and their practical applications for seed 

orchard managers and their insect problems. 

Effective pheromones are available for many 

ol llie insect species of importance in Ontario 

orchards (Tables 1 and 2) . 

Trapping insects with pheronione-liaited 

traps is not quite as easy as it firs! appears. 

There are pitfalls and some care and attention 

are always needed. Moreover, the exercise of 

deploying traps, which provides a sense of 

laking action, and ihe discovery of insects in 

those traps, which provides a sense of 

success, are deceptive accomplishments. In 

1 jP. jack pine; rP, red pine; sP, scute!) pine; wP, white pine; hS, black spruce; rS, red spruce; wS, white spruce. 
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1 Abbreviations as in Table I. 

" Several species obKrved on pines in Orono seed orchard. 

L Address given in Table 4 

J RPC, 921 College Rd, Fredericton. N.B. 

reality, trap cateheg provide little useful 

infonnatiori unless the objectives of llie 

trapping program are clearly defined. These 

objectives influence decisions about the key 

elements of a phnromone trapping system 

(trap design, lure formulation and trap 

placement), and determine the course of 

action that will result from tbe trapping data. 

TRAPPING OBJECTIVES 

DETECTION SURVEYS 

Insecls are extremely sensitive to sex 

pheromones and aggregation pberomones. 

and are readilv attracted by them. Therefore 

these compounds are useful as lures in traps 

for detecting insect pests, particularly wben 

their populations are at low levels. Detection 

traps are especially useful lor surveys of cone 

and seed pests because the cryptic feeding 

habits of their larvae make them difficult to 

delect and identify except by destructive 

sampling of cones. Currently, detection 

trapping in Ontario is done on an 

experimental basis, mainly for tbe insects 

listed in Table 1, but annual surveys are 

conducted for tbe spruce seed moth. Cydia 

strobilella (!.-)(= C. youngana) and the spruce 

coneworm. Dioryclna reniculclloides Mutuura 

and Munroe, in the Maritimes. 
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MONITORING AND FORECASTING 

Advance warning (if insect outbreaks is 

necessary for early intervention to prevent 

damage. By monitoring insect populations 

annually with pheromone-bailed traps at the 

same location from year to year, population 

levels can be tracked and rising or falling 

trends determined. However, interpretation 

of population trends may not be straight 

forward for cone and seed pests because some 

species go unpredietably into diapause. Thus 

numbers can fluctuate because of diapause 

rather than actual changes in population levels. 

Determining when trap catches signal a 

possible outbreak requires the establishment 

of a quantitative relationship between catch 

and damage. Often correlations are 

established between trap catches and other 

measures of insect abundance such as eggs 

or larvae, which are traditionally used to 

forecast insect outbreaks. Because these 

insect life stages are more difficult and 

time consuming to sample, trap catches 

provide a more convenient sampling method 

once reliable correlations are established. 

However, trap catches may not be as reliable 

as other sampling methods, particularly for 

forecasting damage. In this case, trap calch 

thresholds can be established which, when 

reached, trigger population sampling by other 

more accurate methods to confirm the 

preliminary forecast based on the trap catches 

(Shepherd el al. 1985). Catch thresholds are 

used in a more direct fashion lo provide a 

hazard rating for pine seed orchards across 

the southern U.S.A. attacked by several 

Dioryctria coneworm species (DeBarr el al. 

1982: Wealherby et al. 1985). When trap 

catches are less than 10 moths per trap, the 

probability of damage is deemed low. but 

when catch exceeds 50 moths per trap there 

is a high risk of damage and control action is 

probably warranted. These thresholds are 

based on observations and experience, and 

are somewhat arbitrary: therefore, control 

decisions also take into account population 

trends as indicated by trap catch. No 

pheromone-based monitoring system is 

currently operational in Canadian seed 

orchards. Several systems are in place for 

forest defoliators (Grant 1991). 

TIMING CONTROL TREATMENTS 

There are two important questions when 

considering the application of control agents. 

First, is there a need lo initiate control action 

and second, precisely when should the 

control agent be applied. The ability lo 

accurately forecast inseel outbreaks with 

phcromonc traps would allow for a reliable 

"treat only when necessary" policy and 

alleviate the need for prophylactic treatments. 

When treatment is necessary, il is important 

to time the application to coincide with the 

vulnerable life stage, usually newly hatched 

larvae, of the target insect. This is more 

important for contact than systemic materials 

because of the narrow window of lime when 

the vulnerable stage of most cone pests are 

exposed (Summers and Miller 1986). The 

application can be timed by using the date 



of the first capture of insects in a pheromonc 

Irap to indicate the start of the insect's (light 

period. Information is also needed about the 

amount of time from the start of flight (o 

egg hatch to know precisely when to spray. 

Timing can be refined by incorporating 

a fiegree-day model which uses the date of 

the first trap catch to initiate the model 

(Gargiuilo el al 1983). 

TRAP DESIGN 

There are numerous commercially available 

trap designs but basically they fall into two 

general categories: sticky traps, which have 

a limited trapping surface for retaining 

insects, and reservoir type traps (such as the 

Multi-Pher® and milk carton traps), which are 

often referred lo as high-capacity or 

"nonsaturaling" traps. The latter usually 

incorporate a Vapona® insecticide strip in the 

reservoir for retaining and killing insects, but 

soapy water may also be used. Sticky traps 

have a capacity of about 30-100 moths, 

depending on the size of the insects. 

environmental conditions (especially dust, 

debris and rain), and the area of the sticky 

surfaces. Thus sticky traps arc easily 

saturated with insects and once saturated they 

no longer provide useful information about 

population levels or trends. Some Irap designs 

have replaceable sticky surfaces but changing 

these requires frequent servicing of the traps 

to prevent satural ion. Thus stieky traps are best 

suited for general detection surveys. 

Removing insects, particularly moths, from 

sticky traps to identify ihcm or produce 

voucher specimens for future reference can 

be a problem. A procedure for removing 

insects from stieky trap material and saving 

them for later identification has been 

described (Murphy 1985). 

Commercially available reservoir traps can 

accommodate LOGO or more insects, 

considerably reducing the likelihood of 

saturation. Thus they are frequently used in 

monitoring programs where a wide range oi 

insect populations must be accommodated. 

Occasionally, high catches in these traps can 

be a problem because as they 1111 they become 

less efficient either because the captured 

insects decompose and become repellant or 

because moths entering a half-full trap can 

escape more easily (Sanders 1986: l^lkinglon 

19H7). Some large capacity traps, such as the 

milk-carton trap are disposable whereas 

others, such as the plastic Mulli-pher trap 

and Unilrap. are meant to be reused. These 

reusable traps are more complex in design 

(they have an internal funnel and other 

features to aid capture and retention ol moths) 

and they are more cosily initially but this is 

mitigated with repealed use. A further 

problem is the danger of cross contamination 

of these traps with different pheromones if 

more than one lure formulation is used in 

them. Pheromones from different lures may 

be absorbed by the trap and then re-released. 

Traps contaminated in this way can cause 

confusion by attracting non-target insect 
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Table 3. Effective lure dosages and imp designs 

chflrds in Ontario, and some species for 

effective 

for some lepidopteran pesto of coniferous seeii or-

which tr:ins in tipper canopy or (ret lops are more 

' Abbreviations follow the models: Zl 1-I4:AU = (2)-lI-(atradBcenaI; ZK-l2:Ai; = (Z)-S-dodeeeoyl acaiate. 

species, which also increase the effort to sort, 

identify and count the catch. Thus reusable 

traps should be employed for only one target 

species and with only one hire formulation. 

An important consideration in choosing a 

trap design is whether it is suitable for the 

target species. Dloryclria coneworm species, 

for example, are readily caught in Piierocon® 

IC or ICP sticky traps, but not with other 

sticky trap designs or with reservoir traps 

(Hanula ei al. 1984: Grant, unpubl. data). 

Table 3 lists suitable trap designs for some 

coniferous cone pests. 

LURES 

The number of moths caught in a trap and its 

specificity for the target species is also 

controlled by (he lure formulation in it. that 

is, by the blend of pheromone components, 

their dosage (which influences pheromone 

release rale), and the substrate (e.g.. rubber 

septa) carrying the pheromone. Generally, 

these factors are fixed if commercial lures 

are used, although few lures are commercially 

available for seed orchard pests (Tables 1 and 2). 

Because lures are potentially an important 

source ol variation in trap catches from year to 

year, users should know what lure formulation 



(dosage, composition and substrate) they are 

using and its source, and. if satisfied with its 

performance, should slick lo the same lure 

source, commercial or otherwise, to reduce 

variation in trap performance. Currently, 

Canadian Foresf Service personnel are 

coordinating their pheromone use by 

publishing an annual report that includes 

specific information about lures, theirsources 

and composition (West 1993). 

Lure dosage is often a critical factor in lure 

performance of cone and seed lepidopteran 

pests. A surprising number of them respond 

to low potency lures ('fable 3) and their 

response declines dramatically as the dosage 

increases (Grant ei al. 1989). Similarly, for 

insects that respond lo high dosage lures. 

catch will decrease as (lie lure potency 

decreases. Knowledge of dosage relationships 

are useful because occasionally pairs of 

similar insects, such as the white pine 

eoneborer. Eucosma tocullionana lleinrieh. 

and the eastern white pine shoot borer, E. 

gloriola Heinrich. or the spruce seed moth, 

Cydia slrobilella, and C. rana Forties, share 

similar pheromone components hut differ 

considerably in their response to pheromone 

dosage (Grant el al.. in prep). Selecting an 

appropriate lure dosage ensures optimum 

trap specificity. 

Where a range of dosages arc available, and 

detection is not the objective of the trapping 

program, lower dosages in the acceptable 

range are generally preferred because fewer 

moths will be caught, which reduces the 

chance of trap saturation and simplifies 

counting. Large catches can be estimated 

accurately by weighing the insects or 

measuring their volume and using regression 

analysis lo convert weight or volume lo 

numbers of insects (Allen cl al. 1986). 

TRAP POSITION AND DENSITY 

Generally for seed orchard pests, traps at 

the tree tops or in the upper canopy perform 

belter (i.e.. catch more insects) than those 

at the boHomof the tree (Table 3). Therefore, 

they may provide a more reliable indication 

of population levels than traps in the 

lower levels (Hanula el al. 1984; Grant 

al al. 1993). although this hypothesis has 

not been validated. 

Location of traps within a plantation can also 

influence trap captures. Traps at the periphery 

of a stand often capture more insects than 

those located within the stand. It is likely 

thai the pheromone plume from traps al the 

edge are less affected by interterenee from 

foliage and so have a greater range. This edge 

effect is a significant source of variation in 

catches among traps and should be avoided. 

The optimum density of traps per unit area 

of seed orchards is a largely unexplored 

question. However, it is likely to be 

dependent on the target insect, size oi the 

orchard, density of trees and foliage, and the 

trapping objectives. Hanula e! al. (1984) 

examined the effects of trap densities on 
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catch of/), merkeli Mutuuraand Munroeina 

South Carolina seed orchard. With densities 

of 1. 2. 4 and 8 Pherocon 1C traps per U.I 

ha, they found that catch per trap declined 

only at the highest density, indicating thai 

interference or competition between traps 

was occurring. However, because there was 

no difference in calch among the olher 

densities, it is clear in this case that traps at 

the lowest density were sufficient and no 

additional information was gained by 

deploying more traps. The formal trapping 

system developed for surveying some 63 pine 

seed orchards in the southern U.S.A. uses 10 

traps per orchard (size not specified) laid out on 

a grid so that traps are at least 27 in (90 fl) 

apart (Weatlierby et al. 1985). 

CAPTURE OF NON-TARGET INSECTS 

It should not be assumed that all insects 

caught in pheromorie-baited traps are the 

target species. As mentioned, insects often 

share one or more pheromone coniponenis so 

that move than one species may be captured 

with the same lure despite efforts to make 

them as target specific as possible. This is a 

serious problem if the attracted species are 

morphologically similar. For example, in 

Ontario and New Brunswick, traps bailed 

with lures (3 (ig (Z)-8-dodeeenyl acetate in 

rubber septa) for the spruce seed ruolh. 

C. sLrobilella. also attract some C. rana. a 

slightly larger but morphologically similar 

species, which is not a seed orchard pesi but 

occurs on similar hosts and has a llight period 

that overlaps that of the spruce seed moth 

(Granl et al. in prep.). Similarly, the white 

pine coneborer, E. UmdUonana. and the red 

pine eoneborer. E. monitorana lleinrich. 

which are morphologically very similar, and 

a third more easily recognized species, E. 

gloriola, may be attracted to the same lures, 

even within plantations of non-host trees 

(Grant et a!.., iinpubl. data). Finally, many 

speeies of Dioryctria, which are difficult 

to identify, share pheromonn components 

and may he attracted to the same traps 

{Grant el al. 1993). 

The accidental capture of non-targel insects. 

which blunder into traps, occurs frequently 

with sticky traps. This problem can be 

alleviated by reducing the size of tile trap 

opening. For this reason. Pherocon 1CP traps 

with their smaller trap opening are sometimes 

preferred over Pherocon 1C traps. Generally, 

accidental catch of extraneous insects is not 

a problem with reservoir traps such as the 

milk carton and Mulli-pher Iraps. However, 

the tops of Unitraps are yellow, as are the 

tops of Japanese beetle traps, which are used 

for Conophthorm cone beetles (de Groot et 

al. 1991). Yellow tends to attract various 

types of bees, (lies and other insects. For this 

reason, unbailed. yellow slicky-board traps 

used forStrobilomyia cone flies capture oilier 

My species. Distinguishing between target 

and non-target Hies may require examination 

of their genilalia. a tedious and time 

consuming process (Sweeney et al. 1990). 
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COMMERCIAL SOURCES 

OF TRAPS AND LURES 

Table 4 provides a limited list of commercial 

sources of traps, lures and related materials. 

Catalogues and pest brochures from these and 

other companies are valuable sources oi 

practical information. Commercially available 

lures for seed orchard pesls are limited (lable 

1 and 2) because there is currently little 

demand for these products. If pheromone 

trapping is to become a component ol seed 

orchard management ill the future, this lack 

of commercial lure availability will have to 

be addressed and some coordination ol user 

interests will be required. Commercialization 

is probably the best solution to the source 

question because quality control is likely to 

be high. Contracting out for lure production 

may be a suitable alternative. Regardless ol 

the approach taken, a clear understanding of 

the lure requirements is necessary to ensure 

the optimum product. If a lure does not work 

effectively, several field seasons may go by 

before the problem is recognized. 

STANDARDIZATION 

OF TRAPPING PROTOCOL 

Once the various questions concerning 

selection of trap design, lure formulation, 

lure source, and trap location are resolved 

then these factors should not be changed 

without good reason. Otherwise, it may not 

be possible to compare results from year Io 

year. Thus detailed records of the above 

Table 4. S,mK> commercial ssorces <>f phfcromone traps, lures, semio-diemie;.! baits and IPM supplies 

anil equipment ^^ 

Compsnj Address Phone / Fax Comments 



parameters should be kept. Sanders (1992) 

provides a useful account of the development 

of the trapping protocol for (he spruce 

budworm in forests and addresses some of 

the problems encountered. 

OTHER SEMIOCHEMICALS 

Sex pheromones attract only one sex, usually 

males in the case of Lepidoplera. This is a 

disadvantage because male catches provide 

an indirect index of the female population 

and no direct information on female 

oviposition, which determines where larvae 

will do their damage. Moreover, mated 

females of some species, such as the spruce 

budworm and possibly some Dioryctria 

species, migrate and may appear suddenly 

in orchards and create unexpected outbreaks. 

Because surveillance of females would clearly 

be advantageous, current semiochemical 

research involving cone and seed insects is 

focusing on attractanls for mated females. 

Recently, tree volatiles emanating from 

cones, rust galls and stem oleoresin have 

been shown to stimulate ovipositing females 

of Dioryctria coneworms. Typically, the 

compounds involved are tnonoterpenes and 

a number of them have been shown in 

laboratory bioassays to induce oviposition at 

theodorsource(Fatzingerand Merkel [985: 

Hanula et al, 1985). Host terpenes that attract 

mated female fir coneworm. D. abietivoretla. 

(Crate), and stimulate oviposition have also 

been identified (Shu, Langevin and Grant. 

unpublished data). However, this work is still 

at the experimental stage and requires 

evaluation under field conditions. 

CONTROL BY MATING 

DISRUPTION WITH PHEROMONES 

Pheromones and other semiochemieals offer 

a potential alternative to insecticides or 

biologicals for direct control of seed orchard 

pests by maling disruption. When high levels 

of pheromnne are dispersed into the 

atmosphere, sexual communication belween 

the sexes can be disrupted and mating 

prevented. Although there are no published 

reports of successful control by mating 

disruption in a seed orchard, successful 

control of two insect pests of pine plantations. 

Eucosrnn sonomana Kearfott (Dalerman et al. 

1982) and Rhyacionin zozaaa (Kearfott) 

(Niwa el. al. 1988) have been achieved by this 

method. Plantations are reasonable surrogates 

for seed orchards, which suggests that [his 

control tactic should work with appropriate 

target insects. Seed orchards, by virtue of 

their limited size, well-spaced trees, easy-

access, and high value crops, offer ideal 

conditions for treatment by the disruption 

technique. Treatments can even be hand applied 
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STATUS AND FUTURE OF INSECT PEST MANAGEMENT 

IN SEED ORCHARDS' 

Gary L. DeBarr 
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ABSTRACT 

Critical to the success of applied tree 

improvement programs, already existing or 

currently underway, is the production of 

genetically improved seed from orchards. 

However. ;m array of insect pests seriously 

limits seed production for each tree species. 

With few exceptions, current pest management 

activities rely on chemical insecticides for 

insect control. Pest management issues 

facing forest entomologists and seed orchard 

managers include how to: i) ensure that 

insecticides remain available for use in seed 

orchards, ii) reduce insecticide loads in 

orchards. Iii) improve efficiency of control 

tactics, iv) address changing orchard 

management goals, v) select orchard siles 

with lower pest hazards, vi) gain new 

knowledge of pest biology, and \ ii) develop 

an array of potentially useful non-inseclicidal 

tactics and strategies. The status of pest 

management in orchards and prospects for 

the future are discussed. 

1 Adapted from a paper presented :ii ihe 22nd Siiuthern Pares! 

Jtih: Improvement Conference, Atlanta, GA. lane 17. V)')',l. 

RESUME 

Le succes des programmes pratiques 

d'amelioralion des arhres qui out deja ete mis 

en oeuvre ou qui out etc entrepris reeemment. 

repose en grande partie snr la production en 

verger de graines genetiquemenl ameliorees. 

Or. divers insecles ravageurs limitenl dans 

une mesure appreciable la productivite de 

ces essences. Actuellement. a quelques 

exceptions pies, ies mesures de lutte font 

appel aux insecticides chimiques. Pour Ies 

enlomologisles el Ies exploitants de vergers 

a graines. la lutte conlre Ies ravageurs 

forestiers signifienolaninienl : L)veillerace 

qu'il soit toujours possible d'employer des 

insecticides pour le iraitemenl des vergers 

iigmines. 2)reduire laquanlited'inseclieide 

appliquee dans leg vergers a graines, 

3) ameliorer 1'efficacilfi des tactiques de 

lutte. 4) prendre en consideration leg 

nouveaux objectifs de la gestion des vergers. 

5) choisir des terrains GU Ies risques 

(['infestation pardes ravageurs sont moindres 

pour relablissemenl de nouveaux vergers. 

6) aequerir de nouvelles connaissances sur 

la biologie des ravageurs el 7) mellre an point 

un ensemble de lactir|ucs el de strategies tie 

faisant pasappel aux inseclicides pour hitter 

conlre Ins inseeles ravageurs des cones el des 

graines. En outre, on fail le point sur la Lutte 

conlre Ies ravageurs dans Ies vergers el Ton 

se penche sur Ies nouvelles approches el sur 

Ies possibilities pour I'aveuir. 



INTRODUCTION 

Seed orchards are an important part of 

applied tree improvement programs in North 

America (Zobel and Talbert 1984) and are 

key elements for the success of these 

programs. Whereas less than 8,000 ha of 

orchards exist in North America, these areas 

represent a major forestry investment. 

Individual orchards are small, ranging in size 

from 2 to 200 ha. Management is for the single 

purpose of supplying the tons of genetically 

improved seeds needed to grow seedlings for 

the reforestation of millions of hectares of 

commercial forest lands. An array of insect 

pests threatens seed crops (Ehel e! ul. 1976; 

Hedlin c.t al. 1980; Turgeon and de Groot 

1992). Each tree species has its own unique 

complex of cone and seed insect pests. 

As first-generation seed orchards came inlo 

production during the 1970s, the demands 

for genetically improved seed were high. 

Once the impact of cone and seed insect pests 

was clearly recognized, entomologists 

developed insect control methods and 

orchard managers quickly put them inlo 

practice {DeBarr 1990). These methods were 

highly effective and yields exceeded 

expectations ol tree improvement specialists 

and geneticists. Wakeley (1954) noted that 

in harvests from natural stands of southern 

pines, "each species averages about 1 lb. per 

bushel of cones in good years, about 0.S lb. 

per bushel in years of moderate crops and 

0.2 lb. per bushel or less in very poor crop 

years". Twenty years later, a loblolly pine 

seed orchard in the North Carolina State 

University-Industry Cooperative yielded 

2.36 lb. of seed per bushel (Anon. 1985) 

(I Ih per bushel = 1.29 kg per hL). The 

report slated that "effective orchard 

management practices have allowed 

cooperative members to reach production 

efficiencies once thought impossihle". 

In the 1990s forest entomologists and seed 

orchard managers will face a scries of new 

issues related to seed orchard pesl 

management. I discuss some of these issues 

and ways to meet these challenges in ibis paper. 

ENSURE INSECTICIDE 

AVAILABILITY FOR SEED ORCHARDS 

Insecticides are the most widely used method 

for controlling cone and seed insects in forest 

tree seed orchards (DeBarr 1993; de Groot el 

at. 1994). They will continue to be important 

lor seed orchard pest management, as long 

as they remain available to us. Insecticides 

most effective for cone and seed insect control 

have long residual or systemic activity. They 

are readily available, easy lo use. cost-

effective and provide broad-spectrum control 

of many different cone and seed insect pesls. 

Both managers and the general public arc 

also aware of their potential disadvantages. 

To ensure that insecticides are available for 

use. tree improvement specialists and forest 

entomologists must work together to keep 

current registrations, and register any new 

insecticides that are potentially useful for 

controlling orchard pesls. 
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RETAIN CURRENT REGISTRATIONS 

Few insecticides are registered for seed 

orchard use in the United States (Table I) 

and Canada Cable 2). Most of the registrations 

in the United Stales are at least 10 years old 

(van Buijtenen 1981). The Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) granted the last 

Federal registration in 1987 and canceled the 

use of Furadan® in seed orchards in October 

1992. Other registrations are being reviewed 

by the EPA and some of these insecticides 

may not be re-registered by the chemical 

companies. Recently, the Southern Forest 

Tree Improvement Conference organized a 

subcommittee called the Seed Orchard Pest 

Management Committee (SOPMC) to address 

this problem. Working together, this group of 

tree improvement specialists and lorest 

Table I. l-mkral registrations of insecticides 
lor cone and seed insect control in 

conifer sen! orchards in the United 

States 

Table 2. Insecticides registered for cone and 

seed insect control in conifer seed 

orchards in Canada' 

OP, organopliosphutc; CB, carbamate; 

PY, pyrethroid; MC, microbial insecticide. 

Canceled by EPA Oct., 1992 

Isomer of Pydrin. 

Lanteigne ami Bums (1993) 

OP, organophospliate: PY, pyrciliroid 

entomologists accomplished several important 

tasks. One was the rcclassifieation by EPA 

of seed orchards from forestry sites to non 

food crop, terrestrial sites. This action should 

make it somewhat easier to keep insecticides 

available for use in seed orchards. 

REGISTER NEW INSECTICIDES 

In the United States only a few new insec 

ticides have become available in recent years. 

Furthermore, chemical companies no longer 

eagerly pursue registrations for forestry uses. 

These markets are small and there is 

increasing public concern with the use of 

insecticides on forest lands. Efficacy data for 

early registrations of insecticides lor cone and 

seed insect control in seed orchards were 

based upon field lests using individual trees. 

However, the current method ol choice tor 

applying insecticides in Southern pine seed 

orchards is with aircraft. Region-wide 

efficacy tests of aerial applications of new 
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insecticides are cosily and difficult to carry 

out. Recently, the SOPMG committee 

conducted a Sauthwide efficacy test of the 

pyrethroid insecticide. Capture®. Two 

problems encountered were the uncertainty 

as to which formulation the manufacturer 

wanted to test and register for seed orchard 

use and limited replication due (o the small 

number of orchards suitable for the test. In 

addition, all the lime and resources for 

planning and conducting the lest had to be 

contributed by members of the SOPMC and 

the participating orchard managers. Finally, 

standardized procedures had to be developed 

and orchard personnel from each site had lo 

be trained to ensure consistency in the 

applications. Because of the efforts by the 

SOPMC, it is now permissible to use Capture1-"1 

in seed orchards, under Stale 24-C 

registrations, in most of the southern slales 

(Lowe el al. f994). II' registered by the 

Federal EPA, Capture® will be the first new 

registration of an insecticide for seed orchard 

use in the United Slales in almost a decade. 

MINIMIZE INSECTICIDE LOADS 

IN SEED ORCHARDS 

Continuing to reduce the amount of insecticide 

applied in seed orchards will help lo keep 

insecticides available for our use. Additional 

benefits include lower costs, increased 

worker safely, reduced environmental risks 

and delayed development of pest resistance. 

Two ways to reduce insecticide loads in seed 

orchards are to use less per application and 

make fewer applications. 

REDUCE INSECTICIDE RATES PER UNIT AREA 

Using less insecticide per acre or hectare of 

orchard diminishes both costs and potential 

environmental problems. The rates used 

today in the Southern United States are much 

lower than those once applied for control in 

seed orchards (Table 3). This is the result of 

two important changes in pesl management 

that occurred in the early 1980s. 

I able 3. Insecticide amounts per unit area for 

simjli: applications with several 

control methods 

' Values in Ib/acrc (lib/acre = 1.1 kg/ha), 

Assuming ihc maximum registered rale. 

Assuming 48 trees HI" dtih/acre (119 irees of 25 

cm dbli/ha). 

First, the pyrethroid insecticides. Ambush®. 

ASANA®, Capture®. Pounce®, and Pydrin®, 

were registered for seed orchards. These 

insecticides have higher relative toxicities lo 

cone and seed insects (DeUarr and Nord 

f 978: DeBarr and Feddt: 1980). and are more 

effective, on an active ingredient per unit area 

basis, than the older organophosphale 

insecticide. Guthion®. or the carbamate 

insecticide, Furadan*. ASANA® is a refined 

isomer of Pydrin®. Capture® is a second-



generation pyielhroid, which is effective at 

even lower rates than Ambush®. Pounce® and 

ASANA®. We must continue to test for new 

insecticides with tlie potential to provide 

efficacy at even lower rates. 

Second, the use of aircraft has made il 

possible to get the insecticide to cones in the 

tops of the trees more efficiently than witli 

ground sprayers (Barry el al. 1984). Using 

aircraft often attracts more public attention 

and concern, but aerial applications are much 

more efficient than ground applications. 

Besides lower rates per unit area and better 

spray coverage, other advantages include 

reduced worker exposure, better timed 

applications and lower costs because of 

improved efficacy. It is particularly important 

that we retain the option of using aircraft to 

apply chemical and mierobial insecticides in 

seed orchards. In the future, aircraft may also 

be needed to apply chemicals that modify 

insect behavior. 

REDUCE APPLICATION FREQUENCY 

Fewer applications per year means less 

pesticide load in seed orchards. In the past 

il was not uncommon to spray orchards in 

the Southern United Slates as often as 6 limes 

each year, when genetically improved seed 

was scarce. Since the importance of each pest 

often varies with tlie orchard site, orchard 

managers have learned how frequently they 

must spray to protect seed crops from pests 

that occur in their particular orchard. With 

cone crop monitoring (Bramlett and Godbee 

1982), surveys using pheromone traps 

(DeBarreicd 1982) and their own individual 

experience, die number of applications per 

year is now more likely to be 2 to 4. 

DEVELOP STRATEGIES FOR CHANGING 

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT GOALS 

LOW INTENSITY MANAGEMENT IN 

OLDER ORCHARDS 

As new generation orchards become productive, 

pest management activities are often stopped 

in alder orchards. However, some managers 

continue to harvest seed from the best clones 

in their old orchards. Without insect control 

yields will be poor. Spraying the entire 

orchard is not a cost-effective alternative. In 

ibis situation, individual tree protection 

appears to offer some advantages. The idea 

of controlling insects on individual trees in 

orchards is an old one (DeBarr 1971). but it 

never gained acceptance in the Southern 

United Slates because entire orchards were 

sprayed to meet the high demands for seed. 

Any of the insecticides currently registered 

for use in mistblowers or hydraulic sprayers 

can be used to protect individual trees. 

Systemic insecticides implanted into the 

trunks of pines are also an effective way to 

control cone and seed insects on individual 

trees (Merkel and DeBarr 1971). Numerous 

studies that have been published show the 

efficacy of systemic jmplanls lorspruces, firs 

and Douglas-fir. I'seudotsuga menziesii 

(Mirb.) Franco, in the Western United Slates 

and Canada. Recenl examples include the 

work by Slein <?/<(/. (1993)on Douglas-fir and 



the work by West and Sundaram (1992) on 

black spruce, Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P. 

However, there are currently no systemic! 

insecticides registered for use as implants in 

southern pine seed orchard trees. 

HIGH INTENSITY MANAGEMENT 

IN NEW GENERATION ORCHARDS 

Seed yields from new generation orchards are 

always scarce, but insect control in these 

orchards is essential because managers are 

unwilling to tolerate losses. Because yields 

from protected first generation orchards 

in the Southern United Slates exceeded 

expectations, geneticists are establishing 

smaller orchards for the new generation. If 

high yields and sufficed! supplies of genetically 

improved seed are (o be maintained, the 

intensity of pest management in these new 

Orchards will have to be equally or more 

intensive than for first-generation orchards. 

ORCHARD SITE AND INSECT 

PEST MANAGEMENT 

Geneticists consider many factors in selecting 

a sile for a new seed orchard. Unfortunately, 

the effect of location on future insect pest 

management is often ignored. Selecting the 

wrong site can result in chronic problems with 

cone and seed insect pesls. and ean severely 

limit the options for pest management. 

Guidelines for evaluating a prospective 

orchard sile for potential pest management 

problems would be a valuable aid. 

MINIMIZE POTENTIAL FOR ORCHARD 

INFESTATION AND REINFESTATION 

The new generation orchards established next 

to older ones that now have large cone-

bearing trees, will likely be infested rapidly 

by cone and seed insects. They are also highly 

susceptible to reinfeslation. For example, 

once harvesting has slopped in older 

orchards, insect control operations are seldom 

performed. Thus, abundant cones in these 

sanctuaries allow insect numbers to increase, 

the older orchards serving as a reservoir for 

pest populations. Managers should deslroy 

these orchards if they cannot afford to control 

the pests. Invasion of a new orchard can also 

occur when cone-bearing trees are present 

in adjacent natural stands, plantations, 

abandonee! fields, fence rows or parks and 

residential areas. Orchards should not be 

located near these types of sites, if more than 

One tree species is planted at the same 

orchard site, problems are created if the same 

insect pests infect both species. For example, 

in the Southern United States, when a loblolly 

pine orchard is nexl to a slash pine orchard, 

seed bugs may concentrate on the lohlolh 

pines, alter the slash pine cones are harvested. 

AVOID ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE SITES 

Problems associated with pest management 

practices, especially the use of insecticides, 

are often not considered when choosing an 

orchard site. Health, safety and environmental 

problems due to insecticide drift or runoff, 

whether real or perceived, can rule out the 

use of insecticides. There have been many 



rases where insecticides could not be used 

or had lo be used with extreme caution 

because orchards were located loo close to 

springs, wells, streams, rivers, lakes, homes, 

farms, or urban areas. 

IMPROVE PEST MANAGEMENT TACTICS 

With few exceptions, orchard managers apply 

insecticides on a preventive basis Lo control 

eone and seed insect pests. Two ways to make 

insect pest management more efficient are 

10 develop methods for predicting the need 

for control and to lime controls. 

DEVELOP TECHNIQUES TO 

PREDICT THE NEED FOR CONTROL 

11 is very difficult to predict losses caused by 

insects. Relatively few successful examples 

exist for agriculture, fewer slill for forestry, 

and practically none for cone and seed insects 

in seed orchards. Sweeney (1994) discusses 

sonic of the difficulties involved in developing 

sample techniques for cone and seed insects. 

One exception is die egg sampling leehnique 

for the Douglas-fir cone gall midge. 

Contarinia aregonesis Fooie (Miller 1986). 

Insect populations are affected by many 

biological and environmental factors and 

[heir interactions. Practical techniques for 

predicting losses must be reliable, inexpensive 

and easy lo use. Cone and seed insects are 

particularly difficult to sample because low 

numbers cause substantial damage and they 

spend long periods of the lime in life stages 

that are small and well hidden. These low 

!i u m b e rs li a v e a h i gh 1 y v a r i ah 1 e 

distribution within the orchard and ihe 

large spatial area of the tree crowns. To 

be most useful, prediction melhods should 

be available for all the key pests for eacli 

host species. Otherwise, orchard managers 

will most likely opt for preventive sprays. 

DEVELOP TECHNIQUES 

FOR TIMING CONTROLS 

There are a number of ways lo lime 

controls lo coincide with periods of 

maximum vulnerability in ihe life cycle 

of an insect pesl. if such periods are 

known. A readily identifiable event in ihe 

phenological development of the host can 

be used. An example lor an important 

Dioryctriu species on loblolly pine is 

described below. 

Degree-day models are based on the fael 

thai insect growth is largely controlled by 

temperature. Temperature development 

relationships have been delermined for 

the southern coneworm. Dioryctriu 

amatdla (llulsl) (Ilanula et at. 1987). 

Studies on the relationship between 

temperature and developmenl of the 

lealfooled pine seed bug. Leploglossus 

corculus (Say) and the sliieldbacked pine 

seed bug. Teiyra btpunctatu (Herrich-

Schiiffer) are currently underway in my 

laboratory. The challenge is to develop and 

demonstrate ihe reliability of degree-day 

models llial are easy lo use. 
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INCREASE KNOWLEDGE 

OF SEED ORCHARD ECOLOGY 

Research on cone and seed insects has 

focused on the general biologies and impacts 

oi the major cone and seed insect pests. 

However, we know relatively little about 

interactions among these insects and other 

arthropod species found in seed orchards, the 

role of natural enemies in regulating these 

pests, or potential for problems with 

secondary insect pests. Understanding these 

biological details is essential to the 

development of new control strategies. Such 

knowledge can he the key to successful insect 

control and can prevent unforeseen problems. 

Two examples illustrate these points. 

Observations of the webbing coneworm. 

Dioryclria disclusa Heinrich, led to the 

discovery that young larvae feed in the 

calkins of loblolly [lines before attacking 

second-year cones. We discovered that these 

larvae were highly vulnerable to sprays 

applied within 7 days after peak pollen flight, 

just before they attack cones. Using this 

"7-day window of opportunity" to control the 

webbing coneworm is very reliable. 

Outbreaks of secondary insect pests occurred 

when pyrethoid insecticides were first 

introduced for cone and seed Insect control 

in southern pine seed orchards in the early 

1980s. Pydrin® caused the most severe 

problems. These outbreaks occur because 

Pydrin® residues stay on pine foliage longer 

than those of other insecticides (Nord and 

DeBarrl992). 'Ibis residual activity provides 

excellent control of cone and seed insects; it also 

kills natural enemies of scale insects (Clarke 

el al. 1988). but not [be scale iuseels. In 

contrast, Capture® was almost as toxic to the 

scale insects, as Gulhion® (Clarke c! al. 1992). 

DEVELOP NEW CONTROL 

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS 

Seed orchards offer one of the most ideal 

situations in forestry to implement new 

approaches to insect pest management. 

Crop values are high and orchard sizes 

provide clearly defined areas for treatment. 

Skilled managers and rapid communication 

through the tree improvement cooperatives, 

make technology transfer easy. Some new 

approaches that are potentially useful for 

cone and seed insect control include cultural 

control, pathogenic microbials. behavioral 

chemicals and bioconlrol. As the following 

examples show, each approach has its strong 

and weak points. 

Cold water sprayed on Douglas-fir orchards 

prevents cone gall midge attacks by delaying 

female strobili development (Miller 1983). 

Limitations include the high costs for irrigation 

equipment and lack of control during years 

with cool temperatures. However, if the use 

o( dimethoate, the insecticide commonly used 

lo control the midge is banned, this tactic 

might be more acceptable. Prescribed lire kills 

overwintering cone beetles, Conophthorus 

ennipcrda (Schwarz). in eastern while pine 

seed orchards. Since EPA rescinded the 
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registration of Furadan® in 1992, fire is the 

only alternative available for cone beetle 

control in the Southern United States and it 

has been used in several seed orchards. 

Major limitations are adequate fuel, relatively 

few days with optimum condition for burning 

and concern over the effects of repeated fires 

on tree health. 

The microbial insecticide. Bacillus 

thwingiensis Berliner (Bt), will control some 

coneworm species. However. Bt only affects 

certain insect groups and will not kill seed 

bugs. There are many species of parasites and 

predators of cone and seed insect pests (Yates 

1989). but we know little about their 

contribution to natural control in seed 

orchards. It seems likely that natural enemy 

populations are severely affected by the 

routine use of insecticides in seed orchards. 

Augmentation of natural enemies through 

rearing and release seems impractical in most 

cases, but less frequent use of more selective 

insecticides will conserve these potentially 

useful insects in seed orchards. The use of 

synthetic pheromones, attractanls and 

inhibitors to modify insect behavior through 

such lechniques as trap-oul or male confusion 

offers promise, but much additional basic and 

applied research will be necessary to develop 

lechniques that provide reliable cone and seed 

insect control. These chemicals are also subject 

to many of the same constraints and complexities 

of registration, production and marketing, as 

are traditional chemical insecticides. 

Unfortunately, methods such as these are 

likely Lo be less reliable and more expensive 

than chemical insecticides. Therefore, even 

if these approaches prove lo be effective, they 

may not be widely used, as long as chemical 

insecticides are available. Te compete with 

insecticides, new tactics and strategies must 

be cheaper, more effective, offer environ menial 

advantages or be easier or safer to use than 

the currently registered insecticides. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our knowledge of cone and seed insects and 

insect pest management in forest tree seed 

orchards has greatly increased during the past 

25 years. The formidable challenges we face 

today are even more complex than lliose that 

we have confronted in the past. Research will 

lead to the discovery of new and better ways 

for dealing with cone and seed insect pests. 

However, there is a wide gap between the 

promise of research and practical pest 

management lechniques. Conlinued cooperalion 

by tree improvement specialists and forest 

entomologists is necessary to bridge this gap 

and ensure that managers have the tools they 

need to produce the large quantities of 

genetically improved seed essential for the 

success of applied tree improvement ellorls 

in the United Slates and Canada. 
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ABSTRACT 

The seed orchard program in Ontario is 

coordinated by the Ontario Tree Improvement 

Board. Members of this organization 

currently manage over 60 conifer seed 

orchards located across the province. Pest 

priorities range from mortality factors in 

orchards still being established to factors 

causing cone and seed loss in producing 

orchards. The implementation of control 

measures is complicated by limited staff, the 

distance between sites, and variation in the 

extent of site preparation. 

RESUME 

En Ontario, le programme de geslion des 

vergers h graines est dirig6 par le Conseil 

pour ]'amelioraLion des arlires de POnlario. 

Actuellement. les membres de eel organisme 

s'oecupenl de plus de 60 vergers de coniftres, 

repartis dans 1'ensemble de la province. En 

matiere de lutte centre les ravageurs. divers 

points sont considered en priorite, depuis les 

facteurs de mortality dans les vergers en voie 

d'tilablissemenl. jusqu'aux facteurs causant 

les pertes de cones el de graines dans les 

vergers en production. La mise en teuvre des 

mesun-s de lutte est difficile, car le personnel 

est pen nombreux. les vergers sont eloignes 

les uns des autrcs et le terrain n'a pas ete 

prepare partout aii meiiifi degre. 
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BACKGROUND 

In 1992. tin; Canadian Council of Forest 

Ministers produced a document describing a 

framework for the implementation of 

sustainable forestry practices (CCFM 1992). 

This report outlines a series of strategic 

directions for forest management in Canada. 

One of the concepts embraced within this 

document is a commitment to conserve the 

natural diversity of our forests while 

maintaining or enhancing their productive 

capacity and providing for their renewal, ll 

is within this context that the delivery of the 

tree improvement program has been 

restructured under the Ontario Tree 

Improvement Board (OTIB). 

The OTIB was legally incorporated as a not-

for-profit company in April, 1993. In addition 

to coordinating intensive tree improvement 

programs across the province, its goals 

include gene conservation and the 

management of seed source to ensure lhat 

planting stock is adapted to the sites on which 

it is deployed. The organization provides a 

single entity thai is committed to 

implementing a broad spectrum of programs 

within the spirit of the Canadian Council of 

Forest Ministers' strategic directions. This 

summary focuses on the intensive tree 

improvement program of OTIB and, in 

particular, seed orchards. 

Under the OTIB umbrella, the province has 

been divided into 6 administrate /ones, 

each of which receives the support of a 

specialist in tree improvement. Each of these 

zones is an autonomous cooperative involving 

the Ministry of Natural Resources, forest 

products companies, and other inierested 

organizations. Local program priorities are 

set by Steering Committees made up of senior 

management representatives from each 

member of the cooperative, and program 

implementation is coordinated by local 

Operations Committees. The roles and 

responsibilities of the members are outlined 

in Memoranda of Understanding. 

The organization is driven by local priorities 

and needs. Al the provincial level, each 

organization actively participating in a zonal 

cooperative program has representation 

among the members of the corporation. 

Technical issues are addressed through the 

activities of a Technical Committee, and 

the Ministry of Natural Resources has 

committed to provide analytical and scientific 

advice to the program. As a part of llii.s 

commitment, a tree improvement pest 

management specialist provides technical 

support to the operational programs. 

PROGRAM SIZE 

Ontario has been active in tree improvement 

since the late 1950s, when clonal orchards 

were established for black, Picea murianu 

(Mill.) B.S.P., and white spruce. P. glaum 

(Moench) Voss. near Longlac. Since then, 

the program has grown in size and complexity. 

There are over 60 active breeding populations 

(conceptually, a seed orchard and ils 
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associated genetic tests) in the province. The 

largest effort is being directed at managing 

black spruce and jack pine seed orchards, 

since these species make up most ol the stock 

used in reforestation efforts. A total of 21 

black spruce and 27 jack pine seed orchards 

are being actively managed. Orchards 

of these species are planted using 

open-pollinated seedlings. In addition, 

there are 12 white spruce and 8 while pine 

grafted seed orchards located across the 

province. In all. over 500 hectares of seed 

orchards are being managed. 

PROBLEMS AND PRIORITIES 

Because the program is so large, various parts 

of it are at different levels of maturity. Some 

seed orchards are entering the fully producing 

stage, while others arc still being established. 

For this reason, pest priorities differ 

dramatically across the province. For younger 

seed orchards still in the establishment 

phase, factors thai influence early survival 

and growth are most important. As orchards 

mature, emphasis shifts towards agents that 

damage cones and seed am I re< luce seed yields. 

Across the province, seed orchards have been 

established in a wide variety oi site 

conditions. The extent of land preparation 

varies widely, from intensively prepared 

agricultural-type sites, through to fall-tree 

logged eutovers. The less intensively 

prepared sites have created obvious 

Limitations in sile accessibility, and 

maintenance standards lend to be lower. This 

creates problems that carry through the entire 

productive life of the orchard. Competition 

from other vegetation tends to be more severe, 

implementing pest management measures is 

limited by equipment accessibility, and there 

is a greater risk of alternate hosls for diseases 

such as cone rusls being present. These 

factors all contribute to generally slower tree 

growth, delayed cone production, and 

reduced seed yields. 

Seed orchards on more intensively prepared 

sites suffer from different problems. 

Maintenance standards are generally higher 

-nutrient availability and competing 

vegetation are more closely monitored. 

Accessibility is less of a constraint, which 

offers greater flexibility in implementing pest 

management programs. Many of these sites 

suffer from very low organic mailer in the sods 

because of the severity of the land clearing 

operation. This, coupled with the selection 

of extremely sandy soils, has severely 

stressed the black spruce orchards 

established on these siles. Excessive frost 

heaving and Amidlarla root rot have caused 

high losses, and the droughty, nutrient-poor 

soils have slowed growth, despite efforts to 

irrigate and fertilize such siles. 

Effective pesl management solutions for 

Ontario can only be implemented within the 

context of the limitations faced by the statt 

managing ihese sites. Financial and stall 

resources are presently severely restrained, 

and this situation is not likely to change. Tor 
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many seed orchard managers, their orchard 

management responsibilities are a minor part 

of their overall duties. They are also involved 

in other forest management activities which 

mighi range from fisheries and wildlife work 

to silviculture, and may be unavailable during 

critical times. In addition, one person often 

manages several widely separated seed 

orchards. The logistics of travel between siles 

that are several hours apart make time-

sensitive activities difficult to accomplish. 

PESTS 

Pests that cause tree mortalily or severe 

growth reduction not only increase orchard 

establishment costs but also reduce the 

choice for selection when seed orchards are 

rogued, resulting in lower genetic gains. 

When entire families are lost, the genetic 

balance of a seed orchard can be disrupted. 

Across Ontario, the root disease, Armiliaria 

ostoyae (Romagn.) Herink, eastern spruce 

budworm. Choristoncura fumiferana 

(Clemens), and white pine weevil. Pissodes 

strobi Peck, are the most common pests 

causing severe growth loss or tree mortality. 

A recent Forest Insect and Disease Survey 

of Ontario seed orchards detected A. ostoyae 

in 39% of black spruce and 42% of jack pine 

evaluations. C. fumiferana in 89% of black 

spruce evaluations and P. strobi in 65% of 

black spruce and 100% of jack pine 

evaluations (Hopkin 1994). Mortality can 

result when young establishing seed orchard 

trees are attacked or defoliated over 

consecutive years by the white pine 

weevil or the eastern spruce budworm. When 

seed orchard frees are older, white pine 

weevil damage promotes tree bushiness. 

Establishment on sandy sites, resulting in 

drought stress, coupled with residual 
inoculum in stumps and roots from the 

previous stand, may account for the high 

incidence ofArmittaria mot disease observed 

in many black spruce orchards. 

Any pest that causes mortality or terminal 

shool damage reduces the quality of 

information that can be attained from genetic-

progeny tests by increasing the environmental 

variation in growth trails. This reduces 

hcritabiiity and results in lowergenelic gains. 

The foremost damaging agent in this category 

is the white pine weevii. The pine shoot borer. 

Eucasma gloriola Heinrich, also causes 
significant leader damage in jack pine 

progeny tests. 

Many seed orchards in Ontario are on the 

verge of cone production. One of the major 

factors causing cone and seed loss in 

black spruce seed orchards will likely be 

grazing damage by lepidopteran larvae. In 

Newfoundland. 94% of the cones from 

40-45 year old black spruce trees were grazed 

by eastern spruce budworm larvae, resulting 

in 24% average mortality of female 

reproductive structures (Schooley 1980). 

In a 30-35 year old stand of black spruce 

near Sault Sle. Marie, Ontario, 61.8% and 

44.4% of (he cones were grazed by 



lepidopteran iarvae in two consecutive years 

(Prevosl ei at. 1988). A complex of 12 

lepidopleran species, including C. 

fumiferana. was responsible Tor the corn; 

grazing damage (Prevost el at. 1988). 

Significant eastern spruce budworm grazing 

damage to black spruce cones in the absence 

of significant defoliation has been observed 

(Schooley 1980). A Forest Insect and Disease 

Survey delected C. fumiferana in 89% of 

black spruce seed orchard evaluations, and 

average incidence within orchards was 50-

60% (Hopkin 1994). However, defoliation 

was classified as light (1-25%) in almost all 

of the evaluations. The impact of eastern spruce 

budworm on cone crops lias not been evaluated 

in Ontario's black spruce seed orchards. 

The spruce cone maggot. Slrohitomyia 

nennlhrndmi Michelsen. will likely be the 

insect causing the most damage to black 

spruce cones next to lepidopteran grazers 

jTurgeon and de Groot 1992). 5. nennlhrarirw 

at tliree sites in Newfoundland damaged 

22.9%. 30.1% and 41.3%' of black spruce 

cones (West 1986). 

Jack pine appears to be less susceptible to 

cone and seed damage by insects than is 

black spruce. Insect damage resulted in an 

average 1% conelet loss and 4.9% cone loss 

at three plantations in North Central Ontario 

(de Groot 1986). 

Significant cone loss in Ontario seed orchards 

will result from cone harvesting by squirrels. 

The red squirrel, Taminsciarwi hwhonicus 

Krxleben, harvested 18.8% ofblack spruce 

cones (Prevosl c! al. 1988) and 31 % of jack 

pine cones (de Groot 1986) at sites in Ontario. 

SUMMARY 

Because seed is our product and orchards are 

now coming into production, cone and seed 

pests arc currently a major concern lo 

Ontario's seed orchard program. Questions 

about management of these pests will become 

more common over the next five years as more 

orchards enter the production phase of their 

life cycle. While issues of mortality and 

growth will always be present, these can be 

better addressed through proper site 

selection, preparation, and managemenl lo 

create environments that promote tree health. 

Pest management solutions must recognize 

the limitations faced by the field staff who 

implement them. However, they cannot be 

designed to the lowest common denominator. 

A range of options must be presented which 

could lie applied under both extensive and 

intensive management regimes and under a 

wide variety of site conditions. A major 

challenge will be lo document the effectiveness 

of more intensive management practices. 
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